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The unforgettable story of a young woman's odyssey through a series of Los Angeles foster
homes on her journey to redemption.Astrid is the only child of a single mother, Ingrid, a brilliant,
obsessed poet who wields her luminous beauty to intimidate and manipulate men. Astrid
worships her mother and cherishes their private world full of ritual and mystery - but their idyll is
shattered when Astrid's mother falls apart over a lover. Deranged by rejection, Ingrid murders the
man, and is sentenced to life in prison. White Oleander is the unforgettable story of Astrid's
journey through a series of foster homes and her efforts to find a place for herself in impossible
circumstances. Each home is its own universe, with a new set of laws and lessons to be learned.
With determination and humor, Astrid confronts the challenges of loneliness and poverty, and
strives to learn who a motherless child in an indifferent world can become. Oprah Winfrey
enjoyed this gripping first novel so much that she not only made it her book club pick, she asked
if she could narrate the audio release.

“…a tremendously gifted storyteller…” — Paula McLain, New York Times bestselling author of
The Paris Wife“This is a remarkable first novel, rich and deep and full of wonderfully realized
characters. Oh, these women!” — Anne Rivers Siddons“Accomplished debut...in style and
substance Moyes is a worthy addition to [Rosamunde Pilcher and Maeve Binchy’s]
ranks....Fluidly paced and cast with engaging characters.” — Booklist“I enjoyed Sheltering Rain
very much.” — Rosamunde Pilcher“A delicious read.” — Library Journal“[Moyes’s] thoughtful
tone and light touch make this a delightful read.” — Publishers WeeklyFrom the Back CoverFrom
the #1 New York Times bestselling author of Me Before You (now a major motion picture) comes
the touching, unforgettable story of three generations of Irish women faced with the fundamental
truths of love, duty, and the unbreakable bond that unites mothers and daughtersEstranged from
her mother since she ran away from her rural Irish home as a young woman, Kate swore an oath
that she'd always be a friend to her daughter, Sabine. But history has a way of repeating itself,
and Kate now faces an ever-widening chasm between herself and her daughter. With Sabine
about to make her own journey to Ireland to see her grandmother, Kate is left wondering how
they ever made it here, and what she can do to close the gap between them.For Joy, seeing her
granddaughter is a dream come true. After the painful separation from Kate, she's looking
forward to having time with Sabine. Yet almost as soon as the young woman arrives, the lack of
common ground between them deflates her enthusiasm. And when Sabine's impetuous,
inquisitive nature forces Joy to face long-buried secrets from her past, she realizes that perhaps
it's time to finally heal old wounds.About the AuthorJojo Moyes is a British novelist and journalist.
She is one of only a few authors to have twice won the Romantic Novel of the Year Award by the
Romantic Novelists' Association and has been translated into eleven different languages.Read
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Council BluffsExplore book giveaways, sneak peeks, deals, and more..1THE SANTA ANAS
blew in hot from the desert, shriveling the last of the spring grass into whiskers of pale straw.
Only the oleanders thrived, their delicate poisonous blooms, their dagger green leaves. We
could not sleep in the hot dry nights, my mother and I. I woke up at midnight to find her bed
empty. I climbed to the roof and easily spotted her blond hair like a white flame in the light of the
three-quarter moon.“Oleander time,” she said. “Lovers who kill each other now will blame it on
the wind.” She held up her large hand and spread the fingers, let the desert dryness lick through.
My mother was not herself in the time of the Santa Anas. I was twelve years old and I was afraid
for her. I wished things were back the way they had been, that Barry was still here, that the wind
would stop blowing.“You should get some sleep,” I offered.“I never sleep,” she said.I sat next to
her, and we stared out at the city that hummed and glittered like a computer chip deep in some
unknowable machine, holding its secret like a poker hand. The edge of her white kimono flapped
open in the wind and I could see her breast, low and full. Her beauty was like the edge of a very
sharp knife.I rested my head on her leg. She smelled like violets. “We are the wands,” she said.
“We strive for beauty and balance, the sensual over the sentimental.”“The wands,” I repeated. I
wanted her to know I was listening. Our tarot suit, the wands. She used to lay out the cards for
me, explain the suits: wands and coins, cups and swords, but she had stopped reading them.
She didn’t want to know the future anymore.“We received our coloring from Norsemen,” she
said. “Hairy savages who hacked their gods to pieces and hung the flesh from trees. We are the
ones who sacked Rome. Fear only feeble old age and death in bed. Don’t forget who you are.”“I
promise,” I said.Down below us in the streets of Hollywood, sirens whined and sawed along my
nerves. In the Santa Anas, eucalyptus trees burst into flames like giant candles, and oilfat
chaparral hillsides went up in a rush, flushing starved coyotes and deer down onto Franklin
Avenue.She lifted her face to the singed moon, bathing in its glowering beams. “Raven’s-eye
moon.”“Baby-face moon,” I countered, my head on her knee.She softly stroked my hair. “It’s a
traitor’s moon.”IN THE SPRING this wound had been unimaginable, this madness, but it had lain
before us, undetectable as a land mine. We didn’t even know the name Barry Kolker then.Barry.
When he appeared, he was so small. Smaller than a comma, insignificant as a cough. Someone
she met at a poetry reading. It was at a wine garden in Venice. As always when she read, my
mother wore white, and her hair was the color of new snow against her lightly tanned skin. She
stood in the shade of a massive fig tree, its leaves like hands. I sat at the table behind stacks of



books I was supposed to sell after the reading, slim books published by the Blue Shoe Press of
Austin, Texas. I drew the hands of the tree and the way bees swarmed over the fallen figs, eating
the sun-fermented fruit and getting drunk, trying to fly and falling back down. Her voice made me
drunk—deep and sun-warmed, a hint of a foreign accent, Swedish singsong a generation
removed. If you’d ever heard her, you knew the power of that hypnotic voice.After the reading,
people crowded around, gave me money to put in the cigar box, my mother signed a few books.
“Ah, the writer’s life,” she said ironically, as they handed me the crumpled fives and ones. But she
loved these readings, the way she loved evenings with her writer friends, trashing famous poets
over a drink and a joint, and hated them, the way she hated the lousy job she had at Cinema
Scene magazine, where she pasted up the copy of other writers, who, at fifty cents a word, bled
shameless clichés, stock nouns and slack verbs, while my mother could agonize for hours over
whether to write an or the.As she signed her books, she wore her customary half-smile, more
internal than outward, having a private joke while she thanked everybody for coming. I knew she
was waiting for a certain man. I’d already seen him, a shy blond in a tank top with a bead-and-
yarn necklace, who stood in the back, watching her, helpless, intoxicated. After twelve years as
Ingrid’s daughter, I could spot them in my sleep.A chunky man, his dark hair pulled back in a
curly ponytail, pushed in, offered his book to be signed. “Barry Kolker. Love your work.” She
signed his book, handed it back to him, not even looking into his face. “What are you doing after
the reading?” he asked.“I have a date,” she said, reaching for the next book to sign.“After that,” he
said, and I liked his self-confidence, though he wasn’t her type, being chubby, dark, and dressed
in a suit from the Salvation Army.She wanted the shy blond, of course, way younger than her,
who wanted to be a poet too. He was the one who came home with us.I lay on my mattress on
the screen porch and waited for him to leave, watching the blue of the evening turn velvet, indigo
lingering like an unspoken hope, while my mother and the blond man murmured on the other
side of the screens. Incense perfumed the air, a special kind she bought in Little Tokyo, without
any sweetness, expensive; it smelled of wood and green tea. A handful of stars appeared in the
sky, but in L.A. none of the constellations were the right ones, so I connected them up in new
arrangements: the Spider, the Wave, the Guitar.When he left, I came out into the big room. She
was sitting cross-legged on her bed in her white kimono, writing in a notebook with an ink pen
she dipped in a bottle. “Never let a man stay the night,” she told me. “Dawn has a way of casting
a pall on any night magic.”The night magic sounded lovely. Someday I would have lovers and
write a poem after. I gazed at the white oleanders she had arranged on the coffee table that
morning, three clusters of blossoms representing heaven, man, and earth, and thought about
the music of her lovers’ voices in the dark, their soft laughter, the smell of the incense. I touched
the flowers. Heaven. Man. I felt on the verge of something, a mystery that surrounded me like
gauze, something I was beginning to unwind.ALL THAT SUMMER, I went with her to the
magazine. She never thought far enough ahead to put me in a Y program, and I never mentioned
the possibility of summer school. I enjoyed school itself, but it was torture for me to try to fit in as
a girl among other girls. Girls my own age were a different species entirely, their concerns as



foreign as the Dogons of Mali. Seventh grade had been particularly painful, and I waited for the
moment I could be with my mother again. The art room of Cinema Scene, with its ink pens and a
carousel of colored pencils, table-sized paper, overlays and benday dots, border tape, and
discarded headlines and photographs that I could wax and collage, was my paradise. I liked the
way the adults talked around me; they forgot I was there and said the most amazing things.
Today, the writers and the art director, Marlene, gossiped about the affair between the publisher
and the editor of the magazine. “A bizarre bit of Santa Ana madness,” my mother commented
from the pasteup table. “That beaky anorexic and the toupeed Chihuahua. It’s beyond grotesque.
Their children wouldn’t know whether to peck or bark.”They laughed. My mother was the one
who would say out loud what the others were thinking.I sat at the empty drafting table next to my
mother’s, drawing the way the venetian blinds sliced the light like cheese. I waited to hear what
my mother would say next, but she put her headphones back on, like a period at the end of a
sentence. This was how she pasted up, listening to exotic music over headphones and
pretending she was far away in some scented kingdom of fire and shadows, instead of sitting at
a drafting table at a movie magazine pasting up actor interviews for eight dollars an hour. She
concentrated on the motion of her steel X-acto knife, slicing through the galleys. She pulled up
long strips that stuck to the knife. “It’s their skins I’m peeling,” she said. “The skins of the insipid
scribblers, which I graft to the page, creating monsters of meaninglessness.”The writers
laughed, uneasily.Nobody took any note when Bob, the publisher, came in. I dropped my head
and used the T square, as if I were doing something official. So far he hadn’t said anything about
my coming to work with my mother, but Marlene, the art director, told me to “fly low, avoid the
radar.” He never noticed me. Only my mother. That day he came and stood next to her stool,
reading over her shoulder. He just wanted to stand close to her, touch her hair that was white as
glacier milk, and see if he could look down her shirt. I could see the loathing on her face as he
bent over her, and then, as if to steady himself, put his hand on her thigh.She pretended to
startle, and in one spare movement, cut his bare forearm with the razor-edged X-acto.He looked
down at his arm, astonished at the thread of blood that began to appear.“Oh, Bob!” she said. “I’m
so sorry, I didn’t see you there. Are you all right?” But the look that she gave him with her
cornflower eyes showed him she could have just as easily slit his throat.“No problem, just a little
accident.” His arm bore a two-inch gash below his polo shirt sleeve. “Just an accident,” he said a
bit louder, as if reassuring everybody, and scuttled back to his office.FOR LUNCH, we drove into
the hills and parked in the dappled shade of a big sycamore, its powdery white bark like a
woman’s body against the uncanny blue sky. We ate yogurt from cartons and listened to Anne
Sexton reading her own poetry on the tape deck in her scary ironic American drawl. She was
reading about being in a mental home, ringing the bells. My mother stopped the tape. “Tell me
the next line.”I liked it when my mother tried to teach me things, when she paid attention. So
often when I was with her, she was unreachable. Whenever she turned her steep focus to me, I
felt the warmth that flowers must feel when they bloom through the snow, under the first
concentrated rays of the sun.I didn’t have to grope for the answer. It was like a song, and the light



filtered through the sycamore tree as crazy Anne rang her bell, B-flat, and my mother
nodded.“Always learn poems by heart,” she said. “They have to become the marrow in your
bones. Like fluoride in the water, they’ll make your soul impervious to the world’s soft decay.”I
imagined my soul taking in these words like silicated water in the Petrified Forest, turning my
wood to patterned agate. I liked it when my mother shaped me this way. I thought clay must feel
happy in the good potter’s hand.IN THE AFTERNOON, the editor descended on the art room,
dragging scarves of Oriental perfume that lingered in the air long after she was gone. A thin
woman with overbright eyes and the nervous gestures of a frightened bird, Kit smiled too widely
in her red lipstick as she darted here and there, looking at the design, examining pages,
stopping to read type over my mother’s shoulder, and pointing out corrections. My mother flipped
her hair back, a cat twitching before it clawed you.“All that hair,” Kit said. “Isn’t it dangerous in
your line of work? Around the waxer and all.” Her own hairstyle was geometric, dyed an inky
black and shaved at the neck.My mother ignored her, but let the X-acto fall so it impaled the
desktop like a javelin.After Kit left, my mother said to the art director, “I’m sure she’d prefer me in
a crew cut. Dyed to her own bituminous shade.”“Vampire ’n’ Easy,” Marlene said.I didn’t look up. I
knew the only reason we were here was because of me. If it weren’t for me, she wouldn’t have to
take jobs like this. She would be half a planet away, floating in a turquoise sea, dancing by
moonlight to flamenco guitar. I felt my guilt like a brand.THAT NIGHT she went out by herself. I
drew for an hour, ate a peanut butter and mayonnaise sandwich, then drifted down to Michael’s,
knocked on the hollow door. Three bolts fell back. “It’s Queen Christina.” He smiled, a gentle soft
man about my mother’s age, but puffy and pale from drinking and being inside all the time. He
cleared a pile of dirty clothes and Variety from the couch so I could sit down.The apartment was
very different from ours, crammed with furniture and souvenirs and movie posters, Variety and
newspapers and empty wine bottles, tomato plants straggling on the windowsills, groping for a
little light. It was dark even in the daytime, because it faced north, but it had a spectacular view of
the Hollywood sign, the reason he took it in the first place.“Snow again,” he said along with
Garbo, tilting his face up like hers. “Eternal snow.” He handed me a bowl of sunflower seeds. “I
am Garbo.”I cracked seeds in my teeth and flicked off the rubber sandals I’d been wearing since
April. I couldn’t tell my mother I’d outgrown my shoes again. I didn’t want to remind her that I was
the reason she was trapped in electric bills and kid’s shoes grown too small, the reason she was
clawing at the windows like Michael’s dying tomatoes. She was a beautiful woman dragging a
crippled foot and I was that foot. I was bricks sewn into the hem of her clothes, I was a steel
dress.“What are you reading these days?” I asked Michael. He was an actor, but he didn’t work
that much, and he wouldn’t do TV, so he made most of his money reading for Books on Tape. He
had to do it under a pseudonym, Wolfram Malevich, because it was nonunion. We could hear
him every morning, very early, through the wall. He knew German and Russian from the army,
he’d been in army intelligence—an oxymoron, he always said—so they put him on German and
Russian authors.“Chekhov short stories.” He leaned forward and handed me the book from the
coffee table. It was full of notes and Post-its and underlines.I leafed through the book. “My



mother hates Chekhov. She says anybody who ever read him knows why there had to be a
revolution.”“Your mother.” Michael smiled. “Actually, you might really like him. There’s a lovely
melancholy in Chekhov.” We both turned to the TV to catch the best line in Queen Christina,
saying along with Garbo, “The snow is like a white sea, one could go out and be lost in it… and
forget the world.”I thought of my mother as Queen Christina, cool and sad, eyes trained on some
distant horizon. That was where she belonged, in furs and palaces of rare treasures, fireplaces
large enough to roast a reindeer, ships of Swedish maple. My deepest fear was that someday
she would find her way back there and never return. It was why I always waited up when she
went out on nights like this, no matter how late she came home. I had to hear her key in the lock,
smell her violet perfume again.And I tried not to make it worse by asking for things, pulling her
down with my thoughts. I had seen girls clamor for new clothes and complain about what their
mothers made for dinner. I was always mortified. Didn’t they know they were tying their mothers
to the ground? Weren’t chains ashamed of their prisoners?But how I envied the way their
mothers sat on their beds and asked what they were thinking. My mother was not in the least bit
curious about me. I often wondered what she thought I was, a dog she could tie in front of the
store, a parrot on her shoulder?I never told her that I wished I had a father, that I wanted to go to
camp in summertime, that sometimes she scared me. I was afraid she would fly away, and I
would end up alone, living in some place where there were too many children, too many smells,
where beauty and silence and the intoxication of her words rising in air would be as far away as
Saturn.Out the window, the glow of the Hollywood sign was slightly blurred with June fog, a soft
wetness on the hills raising the smell of sage and chamise, moisture wiping the glass with
dreams.SHE CAME HOME at two when the bars closed, alone, her restlessness satisfied for
the moment. I sat on her bed, watched her change clothes, adoring each gesture. Someday I
would do this, the way she crossed her arms and pulled her dress over her head, kicked off her
high heels. I put them on, admiring them on my feet. They were almost the right size. In another
year or so, they would fit. She sat down next to me, handed me her brush, and I brushed her
pale hair smooth, painting the air with her violets. “I saw the goat man again,” she said.“What
goat man?”“From the wine garden, remember? The grinning Pan, cloven hooves peeping out
from under his pants?”I could see the two of us in the round mirror on the wall, our long hair
down, our blue eyes. Norsewomen. When I saw us like this, I could almost remember fishing in
cold deep seas, the smell of cod, the charcoal of our fires, our felt boots and our strange
alphabet, runes like sticks, a language like the ploughing of fields.“He stared at me the entire
time,” she said. “Barry Kolker. Marlene says he’s a writer of personal essays.” Her fine lips turned
into long commas of disapproval. “He was with that actress from The Cactus Garden, Jill
Lewis.”Her white hair, like unbleached silk, flowed through the boar bristle brush.“With that fat
goat of a man. Can you imagine?” I knew she couldn’t. Beauty was my mother’s law, her religion.
You could do anything you wanted, as long as you were beautiful, as long as you did things
beautifully. If you weren’t, you just didn’t exist. She had drummed it into my head since I was
small. Although I had noticed by now that reality didn’t always conform to my mother’s



ideas.“Maybe she likes him,” I said.“She must be insane,” my mother said, taking the brush away
from me and brushing my hair now, bearing down on the scalp hard. “She could have any man
she wanted. What could she possibly be thinking?”SHE SAW HIM again at her favorite artists’
bar downtown with no sign by the tracks. She saw him at a party in Silverlake. Wherever she
went, she complained, there he was, the goat man.I thought it was only coincidence, but one
night at a performance space in Santa Monica where we went to watch one of her friends
beating on Sparkletts bottles and ranting about the drought, I saw him too, four rows back. He
spent the whole time trying to catch her eye. He waved at me and I waved back, low, so she
wouldn’t see.After it was over, I wanted to talk to him, but she dragged me out fast. “Don’t
encourage him,” she hissed.When he turned up at the annual publication party for Cinema
Scene, I had to agree that he was following her. It was outside in the courtyard of an old hotel on
the Strip. The heat of the day was beginning to dissipate. The women wore bare dresses, my
mother like a moth in white silk. I threaded my way through the crowd to the hors d’oeuvres table,
quickly loaded my purse with things I thought could stand a few hours unrefrigerated—crab
claws and asparagus spears, liver in bacon—and there was Barry, piling a plate with shrimp. He
saw me, and his eyes immediately swept the crowd for my mother. She was behind me, drinking
white wine, gossiping with Miles, the photo editor, a gaunt, stubble-chinned Englishman whose
fingers were stained with nicotine. She hadn’t seen Barry yet. He started through the crowd
toward her. I was close behind him.“Ingrid,” Barry said, penetrating her circle of two. “I’ve been
looking for you.” He smiled. Her eyes flicked cruelly over his mustard-colored tie hanging to one
side, his brown shirt pulling at the buttons over his stomach, his uneven teeth, the shrimp in his
chubby fist. I could hear the icy winds of Sweden, but he didn’t seem to feel the chill.“I’ve been
thinking about you,” he said, coming even closer.“I’d rather you wouldn’t,” she said.“You’ll change
your mind about me,” he said. He put his finger alongside his nose, winked at me, and walked on
to another group of people, put his arm around a pretty girl, kissed her neck. My mother turned
away. That kiss went against everything she believed. In her universe, it simply would never
happen.“You know Barry?” Miles asked.“Who?” my mother said.That night, she couldn’t sleep.
We went down to the apartment pool and swam slow quiet laps under the local stars, the Crab
Claw, the Giant Shrimp.MY MOTHER bent over her drafting table, cutting type without a ruler in
long elegant strokes. “This is Zen,” she said. “No flaw, no moment’s hesitation. A window onto
grace.” She looked genuinely happy. It sometimes happened when she was pasting up just right,
she forgot where she was, why she was there, where she’d been and would rather be, forgot
about everything but the gift of cutting a perfectly straight freehand line, a pleasure as pure as
when she’d just written a beautiful phrase.But then I saw what she didn’t see, the goat man enter
the production room. I didn’t want to be the one to ruin her moment of grace, so I kept making my
Chinese tree out of benday dots and wrong-sized photo stills from Salaam Bombay! When I
glanced up, he caught my eye and put his finger to his lips, crept up behind her and tapped her
shoulder. Her knife went slicing through the type. She whirled around and I thought she was
going to cut him, but he showed her something that stopped her, a small envelope he put on her



table.“For you and your daughter,” he said.She opened it, removed two tickets, blue-and-white.
Her silence as she examined them astonished me. She stared at them, then him, jabbing the
sharp end of her X-acto into the rubbery surface of the desk, a dart that stuck there for a moment
before she pulled it out.“Just the concert,” she said. “No dinner, no dancing.”“Agreed,” he said,
but I could see he really didn’t believe her. He didn’t know her yet.It was a gamelan concert at
the art museum. Now I knew why she accepted. I only wondered how he knew exactly the right
thing to propose, the one thing she would never turn down. Had he hidden in the oleanders
outside our apartment? Interviewed her friends? Bribed somebody?THE NIGHT crackled as my
mother and I waited for him in the forecourt of the museum. Everything had turned to static
electricity in the heat. I combed my hair to watch the sparks fly from the ends.Forced to wait, my
mother made small, jerky movements with her arms, her hands. “Late. How despicable. I should
have known. He’s probably off rutting in some field with the other goats. Remind me never to
make plans with quadrupeds.”She still had on her work clothes, though she’d had time to
change. It was a sign, to indicate to him that it wasn’t a real date, that it meant nothing. All around
us, women in bright summer silks and a shifting bouquet of expensive perfumes eyed her
critically. Men admired her, smiled, stared. She stared back, blue eyes burning, until they grew
awkward and turned away.“Men,” she said. “No matter how unappealing, each of them imagines
he is somehow worthy.”I saw Barry across the plaza, his bulk jolting on his short legs. He
grinned, flashing the gap between his teeth. “Sorry, but traffic was murder.”My mother turned
away from the apology. Only peons made excuses for themselves, she taught me. Never
apologize, never explain.THE GAMELAN orchestra was twenty small slim men kneeling before
elaborately carved sets of chimes and gongs and drums. The drum began, joined by one of the
lower sets of chimes. Then more entered the growing mass of sound. Rhythms began to
emerge, expand, complex as lianas. My mother said the gamelan created in the listener a brain
wave beyond all alphas and betas and thetas, a brain wave that paralyzed the normal channels
of thought and forced new ones to grow outside them, in the untouched regions of the mind, like
parallel blood vessels that form to accommodate a damaged heart.I closed my eyes to watch
tiny dancers like jeweled birds cross the dark screen of my eyelids. They took me away, spoke to
me in languages that had no words for strange mothers with ice-blue eyes and apartments with
ugly sparkles on the front and dead leaves in the pool.Afterward, the audience folded its plush
velvet chairs and pressed to the exits, but my mother didn’t move. She sat in her chair, her eyes
closed. She liked to be the last one to leave. She despised crowds, and their opinions as they left
a performance, or worse, discussed the wait for the bathroom or where do you want to eat? It
spoiled her mood. She was still in that other world, she would stay there as long as she possibly
could, the parallel channels twining and tunneling through her cortex like coral.“It’s over,” Barry
said.She raised her hand for him to be quiet. He looked at me and I shrugged. I was used to it.
We waited until the last sound had faded from the auditorium. Finally she opened her eyes.“So,
you want to grab a bite to eat?” he asked her.“I never eat,” she said.I was hungry, but once my
mother took a position, she never wavered from it. We went home, where I ate tuna out of a can



while she wrote a poem using the rhythms of the gamelan, about shadow puppets and the gods
of chance.2THE SUMMER I was twelve, I liked to wander in the complex where the movie
magazine had its offices. It was called Crossroads of the World, a 1920s courtyard with a
streamline-moderne ocean liner in the middle occupied by an ad agency. I sat on a stone bench
and imagined Fred Astaire leaning on the liner’s brass rail, wearing a yachting cap and blue
blazer.Along the outside ring of the brick-paved courtyard, fantasy bungalows built in styles from
Brothers Grimm to Don Quixote were rented by photo studios, casting agents, typesetting
shops. I sketched a laughing Carmen lounging under the hanging basket of red geraniums in the
Sevillian doorway of the modeling agency, and a demure braided Gretel sweeping the Germanic
steps of the photo studio with a twig broom.While I drew, I watched the tall beautiful girls coming
in and out of these doors, passing from the agency to the studio and back, where they bled a bit
more of their hard-earned money from waitressing and temp jobs to further their careers. It was a
scam, my mother said, and I wanted to tell them so, but their beauty seemed a charm. What ill
could befall girls like that, long-legged in their hip-hugger pants and diaphanous summer
dresses, with their clear eyes and sculpted faces? The heat of the day never touched them, they
were living in another climate.At eleven or so one morning, my mother appeared in the tiled
doorway of the Cinema Scene staircase and I closed my notebook, figuring she was taking an
early lunch. But we didn’t go to the car. Instead, I followed her around the corner, and there,
leaning on an old gold Lincoln with suicide doors, stood Barry Kolker. He was wearing a bright
plaid jacket.My mother took one look at him and closed her eyes. “That jacket is so ugly I can’t
even look at you. Did you steal it from a dead man?”Barry grinned, opening the doors for me and
my mother. “Haven’t you ever been to the races? You’ve got to wear something loud. It’s
traditional.”“You look like a couch in an old-age home,” she said as we got in. “Thank God no one
I know will see me with you.”We were going on a date with Barry. I was astonished. I was sure the
gamelan concert would be the last we’d ever see him. And now he was holding open the back
door of the Lincoln for me. I’d never been to the racetrack. It wasn’t the kind of place my mother
would think of taking me—outdoors, horses, nobody reading a book or thinking about Beauty
and Fate.“I normally wouldn’t do this,” my mother said, settling herself in the front seat, putting on
her seat belt. “But the idea of the stolen hour is just too delicious.”“You’ll love it.” Barry climbed
behind the wheel. “It’s way too nice a day to be stuck in that sweatshop.”“Always,” my mother
said.We picked up the freeway on Cahuenga, drove north out of Hollywood into the Valley, then
east toward Pasadena. The heat lay on the city like a lid.Santa Anita sat at the base of the San
Gabriel Mountains, a sheer blue granite wall like a tidal wave. Bright banks of flowers and perfect
green lawns breathed out a heavy perfume in the smoggy air. My mother walked a little ahead of
Barry and pretended she didn’t know him, until she finally realized that everybody was dressed
like that, white shoes and green polyester.The horses were fine-tuned machines on steel
springs, shiny as metal, and the jockeys’ satin shirts gleamed in the sun as they walked their
mounts around the track, each horse coupled with an older, steadier partner. The horses shied
at children at the rail, at flags, all nerves and heat.“Pick a horse,” Barry told my mother.She



picked number seven, a white horse, because of her name, Medea’s Pride.The jockeys had
trouble getting them into the starting gates, but when the gates opened, the horses pounded the
brown of the track in a unit.“Come on, seven,” we yelled. “Lucky seven.”She won. My mother
laughed and hugged me, hugged Barry. I’d never seen her like this, excited, laughing, she
seemed so young. Barry had bet twenty dollars for her, and handed her the money, one hundred
dollars.“How about dinner?” he asked her.Yes, I prayed. Please say yes. After all, how could she
refuse him now?She took us to dinner at the nearby Surf ’n’ Turf, where Barry and I both ordered
salads and steaks medium rare, baked potatoes with sour cream. My mother just had a glass of
white wine. That was Ingrid Magnussen. She made up rules and suddenly they were engraved
on the Rosetta Stone, they’d been brought to the surface from a cave under the Dead Sea, they
were inscribed on scrolls from the T’ang Dynasty.During the meal Barry told us of his travels in
the Orient, where we had never been. The time he ordered magic mushrooms off the menu at a
beachside shack in Bali and ended up wandering the turquoise shore hallucinating Paradise. His
trip to the temples of Angkor Wat in the Cambodian jungle accompanied by Thai opium
smugglers. His week spent in the floating brothels of Bangkok. He had forgotten me entirely, was
too absorbed in hypnotizing my mother. His voice was cloves and nightingales, it took us to
spice markets in the Celebes, we drifted with him on a houseboat beyond the Coral Sea. We
were like cobras following a reed flute.On the way home, she let him touch her waist as she got
into the car.BARRY ASKED US to dinner at his house, said he’d like to cook some Indonesian
dishes he’d learned there. I waited until afternoon to tell her I wasn’t feeling well, that she should
go without me. I hungered for Barry, I thought he might be the one, someone who could feed us
and hold us and make us real.She spent an hour trying on clothes, white Indian pajamas, the
blue gauze dress, the pineapples and hula girls. I’d never seen her so indecisive.“The blue,” I
said. It had a low neck and the blue was exactly the color of her eyes. No one could resist her in
her blue dress.She chose the Indian pajamas, which covered every inch of her golden skin. “I’ll
be home early,” she said.I lay on her bed after she was gone and imagined them together, their
deep voices a duet in the dusk over the rijsttafel. I hadn’t had any since we left Amsterdam,
where we lived when I was seven; the smell of it used to permeate our neighborhood there. My
mother always said we’d go to Bali. I imagined us in a house with an extravagantly peaked roof,
overlooking green rice terraces and miraculously clear seas, where we’d wake to chimes and the
baaing of goats.After a while I made myself a cheese and sweet pickle sandwich and went next
door to Michael’s. He was halfway through a bottle of red wine from Trader Joe’s—“poverty chic”
he called it, because it had a cork—and he was crying, watching a Lana Turner movie. I didn’t
like Lana Turner and I couldn’t stand looking at the dying tomatoes, so I read Chekhov until
Michael passed out, then went downstairs and swam in the pool warm as tears. I floated on my
back and looked up at the stars, the Goat, the Swan, and hoped my mother was falling in love.All
that weekend, she didn’t say a thing about her date with Barry, but she wrote poems and
crumpled them up, threw them at the wastebasket.IN THE ART ROOM, Kit proofread over my
mother’s shoulder, while I sat at my table in the corner, making a collage about Chekhov, the



lady with the little dog, cutting out figures from discarded photographs. Marlene answered the
phone, covered the receiver with her hand.“It’s Barry Kolker.”Kit’s head jerked up at the sound of
the name, a marionette in the hands of a clumsy puppeteer. “I’ll take it in my office.”“It’s for Ingrid,”
Marlene said.My mother didn’t look up from her layout sheet. “Tell him I don’t work here
anymore.”Marlene told him, lying like oil.“How do you know Barry Kolker?” the editor asked, her
black eyes big as olives.“Just someone I met,” my mother said.That evening, in the long summer
twilight, people came out of their apartments, walked their dogs, drank blender drinks down by
the pool, their feet in the water. The moon rose, squatting in the strained blue. My mother knelt at
her table, writing, and a slight breeze brushed the wind chimes we’d hung in the old eucalyptus,
while I lay on her bed. I wanted to freeze this moment forever, the chimes, the slight splash of
water, the chink of dogs’ leashes, laughter from the pool, the skritch of my mother’s dip-pen, the
smell of the tree, the stillness. I wished I could shut it in a locket to wear around my neck. I
wished a thousand-year sleep would find us, at this absolute second, like the sleep over the
castle of Sleeping Beauty.There was a knock on the door, wrecking the peace. Nobody ever
came to our door. My mother put down her pen and grabbed the folding knife she kept in the jar
with the pencils, its dark carbon blade sharp enough to shave a cat. She unfolded it against her
thigh and put her finger to her lips. She clutched her white kimono, her skin bare underneath.It
was Barry, calling her. “Ingrid!”“How dare he,” she said. “He cannot simply appear on my
doorstep without an invitation.”She jerked the door open. Barry was wearing a wrinkled Hawaiian
shirt and carrying a bottle of wine and a bag that smelled of something wonderful. “Hi,” he said. “I
was just in the neighborhood, thought I’d drop by.”She stood in the doorway, the open blade still
against her thigh. “Oh, you did.”Then she did something I would never have imagined. She
invited him in, closing the knife against her leg.He looked around at our big room, elegantly bare.
“Just move in?” She said nothing. We had lived there over a year.THE SUN was hot through the
screens when I woke up, illuminating the milky stagnant air wrapped like a towel around the
morning. I could hear a man singing, the shower pipes clanking as he turned the water off. Barry
had stayed the night. She was breaking her rules. They weren’t stone after all, only small and
fragile as paper cranes. I stared at her as she dressed for work, waiting for an explanation, but
she just smiled.After that night, the change was startling. Sunday, we went together to the
Hollywood farmer’s market, where she and Barry bought spinach and green beans, tomatoes
and grapes no bigger than the head of a thumbtack, papery braids of garlic, while I trailed
behind them, mute with amazement at the sight of my mother examining displays of produce like
it was a trip to a bookstore. My mother, for whom a meal was a carton of yogurt or a can of
sardines and soda crackers. She could eat peanut butter for weeks on end without even
noticing. I watched as she bypassed stands full of her favorite white flowers, lilies and
chrysanthemums, and instead filled her arms with giant red poppies with black stains in the
centers. On the walk home, she and Barry held hands and sang together in deep croony voices
old songs from the sixties, “Wear Your Love Like Heaven” and “Waterloo Sunset.”SO MANY
THINGS I would never have imagined. She wrote tiny haiku that she slipped into his pockets. I



fished them out whenever I got a chance, to see what she had written. It made me blush to read
them: Poppies bleed petals of sheer excess. You and I, this sweet battleground.One morning at
the magazine, she showed me a picture in the weekly throwaway Caligula’s Mother, taken at a
party after a play’s opening night. They both looked bombed. The caption dubbed her Barry’s
new lady love. It was exactly the kind of thing she hated the most, a woman as a man’s anything.
Now it was as if she’d won a contest.Passion. I never imagined it was something that could
happen to her. These were days she couldn’t recognize herself in a mirror, her eyes black with it,
her hair forever tangled and smelling of musk, Barry’s goat scent.They went out and she told me
about it afterward, laughing. “Women approach him, their peacock voices crying, ‘Barry! Where
have you been?’ But it doesn’t matter. He is with me now. I am the only one he wants.”Passion
ruled her. Gone were the references to his physical goatishness, his need for dental work, his
flabby physique, his squalid taste in clothes, the wretchedness of his English, his shameless
clichés, the criminal triteness of his oeuvre, a man who wrote “snuck.” I never thought I’d see my
mother plaster herself against a stout ponytailed man in the hallway outside our apartment, or let
him inch his hand up her skirt under the table when we ate dinner one night at a dark Hunan
restaurant in old Chinatown. I watched her close her eyes, I could feel the waves of her passion
like perfume across the teacups.In the mornings, he lay with her on the wide white mattress
when I crossed the room on the way to the toilet. They would even talk to me, her head cradled
on his arm, the room full of the scent of their lovemaking, as if it was the most natural thing in the
world. It made me want to laugh out loud. In the courtyard at Crossroads of the World, I sat under
a pepper tree and wrote “Mr. and Mrs. Barry Kolker” in my sketchbook. I practiced saying, “Can I
call you Dad?”I never told my mother I wanted a father. I had only questioned her once on the
subject, I must have been in kindergarten. We were back in the States that year, living in
Hollywood. A hot, smoggy day, and my mother was in a bad mood. She picked me up late from
day care, we had to go to the market. We were driving in an old Datsun she had then, I still
remember the hot waffled seat and how I could see the street through a hole in the
floorboards.School had just started, and our young teacher, Mrs. Williams, had asked us about
our fathers. The fathers lived in Seattle or Panorama City or San Salvador, a couple were even
dead. They had jobs like lawyers or drummers or installing car window glass.“Where’s my
father?” I asked my mother.She downshifted irritably, throwing me against the seat belt. “You
have no father,” she said.“Everybody has a father,” I said.“Fathers are irrelevant. Believe me,
you’re lucky. I had one, I know. Just forget it.” She turned on the radio, loud rock ’n’ roll.It was as if
I was blind and she’d told me, sight doesn’t matter, it’s just as well you can’t see. I began to
watch fathers, in the stores, on the playgrounds, pushing their daughters on swings. I liked how
they seemed to know what to do. They seemed like a dock, firmly attached to the world, you
could be safe then, not always drifting like us. I prayed Barry Kolker would be that man.Their
murmured words of love were my lullabies, my hope chest. I was stacking in linens, summer
camp, new shoes, Christmas. I was laying up sit-down dinners, a room of my own, a bicycle,
parent-teacher nights. A year like the one before it, and the next like that, one after another, a



bridge, and a thousand things more subtle and nameless that girls without fathers know.Barry
took us to the Fourth of July game at Dodger Stadium and bought us Dodger caps. We ate hot
dogs and they drank beer from paper cups and he explained baseball to her like it was
philosophy, the key to the American character. Barry threw money to the peanut vendor and
caught the bag the man threw back. We littered the ground with peanut shells. I hardly
recognized us in our peaked blue caps. We were like a family. I pretended we were just Mom,
Dad, and the kid. We did the wave, and they kissed through the whole seventh inning, while I
drew faces on the peanuts. The fireworks set off every car alarm in the parking lot.Another
weekend, he took us to Catalina. I was violently seasick on the ferry, and Barry held a cold
handkerchief to my forehead and got me some mints to suck. I loved his brown eyes, the way he
looked so worried, as if he’d never seen a kid throw up before. I tried not to hang around with
them too much once we got there, hoping he would ask her while they strolled among the
sailboats, eating shrimp from a paper cone.SOMETHING HAPPENED. All I remember is that the
winds had started. The skeleton rattlings of wind in the palms. It was a night Barry said he would
come at nine, but then it was eleven and he hadn’t arrived. My mother played her Peruvian flute
tape to soothe her nerves, Irish harp music, Bulgarian singers, but nothing worked. The calming,
chiming tones ill suited her temper. Her gestures were anxious and unfinished.“Let’s go for a
swim,” I said.“I can’t,” she said. “He might call.”Finally, she flipped out the tape and replaced it
with one of Barry’s, a jazz tape by Chet Baker, romantic, the kind of music she always hated
before.“Cocktail lounge music. For people to cry into their beer with,” she said. “But I don’t have
any beer.”He went out of town on assignments for different magazines. He canceled their dates.
My mother couldn’t sleep, she jumped whenever the phone rang. I hated to see the look on her
face when it wasn’t Barry. A tone I’d never heard crept into her voice, serrated, like the edge of a
saw.I didn’t understand how this could happen, how he could give us fireworks and Catalina,
how he could hold that cold cloth to my forehead, and talk about taking us to Bali, and then
forget our address.ONE AFTERNOON, we stopped by his house unannounced.“He’s going to
be mad,” I said.“We were just in the neighborhood. Just thought we’d stop by,” she said.I could no
more keep her from doing this than I could keep the sun from coming up through the boiled
smog on an August morning, but I didn’t want to see it. I waited in the car. She knocked on the
door and he answered wearing a seersucker bathrobe. I didn’t have to hear her to know what
she was saying. She wore her blue gauze dress, the hot wind ruffling her hem, the sun at her
back, turning it transparent. He stood in his doorway, blocking it, and she held her head to one
side, moving closer, touching her hair. I felt a rubber band stretching in my brain, tighter and
tighter, until they disappeared into his house.I played the radio, classical music. I couldn’t stand
to hear anything with words. I imagined my own ice-blue eyes looking at some man, telling him
to go away, that I was busy. “You’re not my type,” I said coolly into the rearview mirror.A half hour
later she reappeared, stumbling out to the car, tripping over a sprinkler, as if she were blind. She
got in and sat behind the steering wheel and rocked back and forth, her mouth open in a square,
but there was no sound. My mother was crying. It was the final impossibility.“He has a date,” she



finally said, whispering, her voice like there were hands around her throat. “He made love with
me, and then said I had to leave. Because he has a date.”I knew we shouldn’t have come. Now I
wished she’d never broken any of her rules. I understood why she held to them so hard. Once
you broke the first one, they all broke, one by one, like firecrackers exploding in your face in a
parking lot on the Fourth of July.I was afraid to let her drive like this, with her eyes wild, seeing
nothing. She’d kill us before we got three blocks. But she didn’t start the car. She sat there,
staring through the windshield, rocking herself, holding herself around her waist.A few minutes
later, a car pulled up in the driveway, a new-model sports car, the top down, a blond girl driving.
She was very young and wore a short skirt. She leaned over to get her bag out of the
backseat.“She’s not as pretty as you,” I said.“But she’s a simpler girl,” my mother whispered
bitterly.KIT LEANED on the counter in the production room, her magenta lips a wolf’s stained
smile.“Ingrid, guess who I saw last night at the Virgins,” she said, her high voice breathless with
malice. “Our old friend Barry Kolker.” She stage-sighed. “With some cheap little blond half his
age. Men have such short memories, don’t they?” Her nostrils twitched as she stifled a laugh.At
lunchtime, my mother told me to take everything I wanted, art supplies, stationery. We were
leaving and we weren’t coming back.3“I SHOULD SHAVE my head,” she said. “Paint my face
with ashes.”Her eyes were strange, circled dark like bruises, and her hair was greasy and lank.
She lay on her bed, or stared at herself in the mirror. “How can I shed tears for a man I should
never have allowed to touch me in any way?”She didn’t go back to work. She wouldn’t leave the
darkened apartment except to go down to the pool, where she sat for hours watching the
reflections in the shimmering blue, or swam silently underwater like a fish in an aquarium. It was
time for me to go back to school. But I couldn’t leave her alone, not when she was like this. She
might not be there when I returned. So we stayed in, eating all the canned food in the apartment,
then we were eating rice and oatmeal.“What do I do?” I asked Michael as he fed me cheese and
sardines at his battered coffee table. The TV news showed fires burning on the Angeles
Crest.Michael shook his head, at me, at the line of firemen straddling the hillside. “Honey, this is
what happens when you fall in love. You’re looking at a natural disaster.”I vowed I would never fall
in love. I hoped Barry died a slow lingering death for what he was doing to my mother.A RED
MOON rose over downtown, red from the fires burning to the north and out in Malibu. It was the
season of fire, and we were trapped in the heart of the burning landscape. Ashes floated in the
pool. We sat on the roof in the burnt wind.“This ragged heart,” she said, pulling at her kimono. “I
should rip it out and bury it for compost.”I wished I could touch her, but she was inside her own
isolation booth, like on Miss America. She couldn’t hear me through the glass.She doubled over,
pressing her forearms against her chest, pressing the air out of herself. “I press it within my
body,” she said. “As the earth presses a lump of prehistoric dung in heat and crushing weight
deep under the ground. I hate him. Hate. I hate him.” She whispered this last, but ferociously. “A
jewel is forming inside my body. No, it’s not my heart. This is harder, cold and clean. I wrap
myself around this new jewel, cradle it within me.”The next morning she got up. She took a
shower, went to the market. And I thought things were going to be better now. She called



Marlene and asked if she could come back to work. It was shipping week and they needed her
desperately. She dropped me at school, to start the eighth grade at Le Conte Junior High. As if
nothing had ever happened. And I thought it was over.It was not over. She began to follow Barry,
as he had followed her in the beginning. She went everywhere he might be, hunting him so that
she could polish her hatred on the sight of him.“My hatred gives me strength,” she said.She took
Marlene to lunch at his favorite restaurant, where they found him eating at the bar, and she
smiled at him. He pretended he didn’t notice her, but he kept touching his face along the jaw.
“Searching for acne that was no longer there,” she told me that night. “The force of my gaze
threatened to call it back into being.”She seemed so happy, and I didn’t know which was worse,
this or before, when she wanted to shave her head.We shopped at his market, driving miles out
of our way to meet him over the cantaloupes. We browsed at his favorite music store. We went to
book signings for books written by his friends.SHE CAME HOME one night after three. It was a
school night but I’d stayed up watching a white hunter movie starring Stewart Granger on cable.
Michael was passed out on the couch. The hot winds tested the windows like burglars looking
for a way in. Finally I went home and fell asleep on my mother’s bed, dreaming about carrying
supplies on my head through the jungle, the white hunter nowhere to be seen.She sat on the
edge of the bed and took off her shoes. “I found him. A party at Gracie Kelleher’s. We crossed
paths by the diving board.” She lay down next to me, whispering in my ear. “He and a chubby
redhead in a transparent blouse were having a little tête-à-tête. He got up and grabbed me by
the arm.” She pushed up her sleeve and showed me the marks on her arm, angry, red.“‘Are you
following me?’ he hissed. I could have cut his throat right there. ‘I don’t have to follow you,’ I
replied. ‘I can read your mind. I know every move you make. I know your future, Barry, and it
doesn’t look good.’ ‘I want you to leave,’ he said. I smiled. ‘I’m sure you do.’ I could see his red
flush even in the dark. ‘It’s not going to work,’ he said. ‘I’m warning you, Ingrid, it’s not going to
work.’” My mother laughed, her arms twined behind her head. “He doesn’t understand. It’s
already working.”A SATURDAY AFTERNOON, hot and scented with fire, a parched sky. The
time of year you couldn’t even go to the beach because of the toxic red tide, the time when the
city dropped to its knees like ancient Sodom, praying for redemption. We sat in the car down the
block from Barry’s house, under a carob tree. I hated the way she watched his house, her calm
that was not even sane, like a patient hawk on top of a lightning-struck tree. But there was no
point in trying to convince her to go home. She no longer spoke the language I did. I broke a
carob pod under my nose and smelled the musky scent and pretended I was waiting for my
father, a plumber inspecting some pipes in this small brick house with its dandelion-dotted lawn,
its leaded picture window with a lamp in it.Then Barry came out, wearing Bermuda shorts and a
T-shirt that said Local Motion, funky little John Lennon sunglasses, his hair in its ponytail. He got
in the old gold Lincoln and drove away. “Come on,” my mother said. She put on a pair of white
cotton gloves, the kind the photo editor used when he handled stills, and threw me a pair. I didn’t
want to go with her but didn’t want to be left in the car either, so I went.We walked up the path to
his house as if we belonged there, and my mother reached into the Balinese spirit house he kept



on the porch and pulled out a key. Inside, I was seized again by the sadness of what had
happened, the finality. Once I had thought I might even live there, with the big wayang kulit
puppets, batik pillows, and dragon kites hanging from the ceiling. His statues of Shiva and
Parvati in their eternal embrace hadn’t bothered me before, when I thought he and my mother
would be like that, that it would last forever and engender a new universe. But now I hated
them.My mother turned on his computer at the great carved desk. The machine whirred. She
typed something in and all the things on the screen disappeared. I understood why she did it. At
that moment I knew why people tagged graffiti on the walls of neat little houses and scratched
the paint on new cars and beat up well-tended children. It was only natural to want to destroy
something you could never have. She took a horseshoe magnet from her purse and wiped it
over all his floppy diskettes marked “backup.”“I almost feel sorry for him,” she said as she turned
the computer off. “But not quite.”She took her X-acto knife and selected a shirt from his closet,
his favorite brown shirt. “How right he should wear clothing the color of excrement.” She laid it on
the bed and slashed it into fringe. Then she tucked a white oleander into a
buttonhole.SOMEONE WAS pounding on our door. She looked up from a new poem she was
writing. She wrote all the time now. “Do you think he lost something valuable on that hard disk?
Maybe a collection of essays due at the publisher this fall?” It frightened me, watching the door
jump on its hinges. I thought of the marks on my mother’s arms. Barry wasn’t a brutal person, but
everyone has a limit. If he got in, she was dead.But my mother didn’t seem upset. In fact, the
harder he pounded, the happier she looked, pink-cheeked, bright-eyed. She had brought him
back to her. She got out the folding knife from her pencil can and unfolded it against her thigh.
We could hear him screaming, crying, his velvet voice rubbed threadbare. “I’m going to kill you,
Ingrid, so help me God.”The pounding stopped. My mother listened, holding the knife open
against the white silk of her robe. Suddenly he was on the other side of the apartment, pounding
on the windows, we could see him, his face distorted with rage, huge and terrifying in the
oleanders. I shrank back against the wall, but my mother just stood in the center of the room,
gleaming, like a grassfire.“I’m going to kill you!” he screamed.“So helpless in his fury,” my mother
said to me. “Impotent, one might say.”He broke a windowpane. I could tell he hadn’t intended to
because he hesitated, and then, in a sudden burst of courage, he thrust his arm through the
window and fumbled for the latch. She crossed the room faster than I could have believed
possible, lifted her arm and stabbed him in the hand. The knife struck home. She had to jerk it
out, and his arm raced back through the hole in the window. “You bloody bitch!” he was
screaming.I wanted to hide, to stop up my ears, but I couldn’t stop watching. This was how love
and passion ended. The lights were going on in the next building.“My neighbors are calling the
police,” she said out the broken window. “You better go.”He stumbled away, and in a moment we
heard him kick the front door. “You fucking cunt. You won’t get away with this. You can’t do this to
me.”She threw open the front door then, and stood there in her white kimono, his blood on her
knife. “You don’t know what I can do,” she said softly.AFTER THAT NIGHT, she couldn’t find him
anymore, at the Virgins or Barney’s, at parties or club dates. He changed his locks. We had to



use a metal pasteup ruler to open a window. This time she put a sprig of oleander in his milk,
another in his oyster sauce, in his cottage cheese. She stuck one in his toothpaste. She made an
arrangement of white oleanders in a hand-blown vase on his coffee table, and scattered blooms
on his bed.I was torn. He deserved to be punished, but now she had crossed over some line.
This wasn’t revenge. She’d had her revenge, she had won, but it was like she didn’t even know it.
She was drifting outside the limit of all reason, where the next stop was light-years away through
nothing but darkness. How lovingly she arranged the dark leaves, the white blooms.A POLICE
OFFICER showed up at our apartment. The officer, Inspector Ramirez, informed her that Barry
was accusing her of breaking and entering and of trying to poison him. She was completely
calm. “Barry is terribly angry with me,” she said, posing in the doorway, her arms crossed. “I
ended our relationship several weeks ago, and he just can’t let go of it. He’s obsessed with me.
He even tried to break into this apartment. This is my daughter, Astrid, she can tell you what
happened.”I shrugged. I didn’t like this. It was going way too far.My mother kept going without
missing a comma. “The neighbors even called the police that night. You must have a record of it.
And now he’s accusing me of breaking into his house? That poor man, really, he’s not all that
attractive, it must be hard for him.”Her hatred glittered irresistibly. I could see it, the jewel, it was
sapphire, it was the cold lakes of Norway. Oh Inspector Ramirez, her eyes said, you’re a good-
looking man, how could you understand someone as desperate as Barry Kolker?After he left,
how she laughed.THE NEXT TIME we saw Barry was at the Rose Bowl Flea Market, where he
liked to shop for ugly gag gifts for his friends. My mother wore a hat that dappled her face with
light. He saw her and turned away quickly, fear plain as billboards, but then he thought again,
turned back, smiled at us.“A change of tactic,” she whispered. “Here he comes.”He walked right
over to us, a papier-mâché Oscar in his hands. “Congratulations on your performance with
Ramirez,” he said, and held it out to her. “Best actress of the year.”“I don’t know what you mean,”
my mother said. She was holding my hand, squeezing it too tight, but her face was smiling and
relaxed.“Sure you do,” he said. He tucked Oscar under his arm. “But that’s not why I came over. I
thought we could bury the hatchet. Look, I’ll admit I went too far calling the cops. I know I was an
asshole, but for Christ’s sake, you tried to destroy the better part of a year’s work. Of course my
agent had a preliminary draft, thank God, but even so. Why don’t we just call it a draw?”My
mother smiled, shifted to the other foot. She was waiting for him to do something, say
something.“It’s not like I don’t respect you as a person,” he said. “And as a writer. We all know
you’re a great poet. I’ve even talked you up at some of the magazines. Can’t we move on to the
next phase now, and be friends?”She bit her lip as if she was seriously considering what he was
saying, while all the while she poked the center of my palm with her nail until I thought it would
go right through my hand. Finally she said in her low rich voice, “Sure we can. Well, why
not.”They shook hands on it. He looked a little suspicious but relieved as he went back to his
bargain hunting. And I thought, he still didn’t know her at all.We showed up at his house that
night. He had bars on all the windows now. She stroked his new security door with the pads of
her fingers like it was fur. “Taste his fear. It tastes just like champagne. Cold and crisp and



absolutely without sweetness.”She rang the bell. He opened the inner door, gazed at us through
the security mesh. Smiled uncertainly. The wind rippled through the silk of her dress, through her
moon-pale hair. She held up the bottle of Riesling she’d brought. “Seeing we’re friends and
all.”“Ingrid, I can’t let you in,” he said.She smiled, slid her finger down one of the bars, flirting.
“Now is that any way to treat a friend?”WE SWAM in the hot aquamarine of the pool late at night,
in the clatter of palms and the twinkle of the new-scoured sky. My mother floated on her back,
humming to herself. “God, I love this.” She splashed gently with her fingers, letting her body drift
in a slow circle. “Isn’t it funny. I’m enjoying my hatred so much more than I ever enjoyed love.
Love is temperamental. Tiring. It makes demands. Love uses you. Changes its mind.” Her eyes
were closed. Beads of water decorated her face, and her hair spread out from her head like
jellyfish tendrils. “But hatred, now. That’s something you can use. Sculpt. Wield. It’s hard or soft,
however you need it. Love humiliates you, but hatred cradles you. It’s so soothing. I feel infinitely
better now.”“I’m glad,” I said. I was glad she felt happier, but I didn’t like the kind of happiness it
was, I didn’t believe in it, I believed it would crack open sooner or later and terrible things would
come flying out.WE DROVE down to Tijuana. We didn’t stop to buy piñatas or crepe paper
flowers or earrings or purses. She kept looking at a scrap of paper in her hand as we wandered
around the side streets past the burros painted like zebras and the tiny Indian women begging
with their children. I gave them my change until it was all gone, and chewed the stale gum they
gave me. She paid no attention. Then she found what she was looking for, a pharmacy, just like a
pharmacy in L.A., brightly lit, the pharmacist in a white coat.“Por favor, tiene usted DMSO?” she
asked.“You have arthritis?” he asked in easy English.“Yes,” she said. “As a matter of fact. A friend
of mine told me you carry it.”“What size would you like?” He pulled out three bottles, one the size
of a bottle of vanilla, one the same as nail polish remover, and the largest like a bottle of vinegar.
She chose the big one.“How much?”“Eighty dollars, miss.”“Eighty.” My mother hesitated. Eighty
dollars was food money for two weeks, eighty dollars was two months’ worth of gas for the car.
What could be worth eighty dollars, that we drove down to Tijuana to buy?“Let’s go,” I said. “Let’s
get in the car and just drive. Let’s go to La Paz.”She looked at me. I’d caught her by surprise, so I
kept talking, thinking maybe I could get us back onto some planet I recognized. “We could take
the first ferry in the morning. Can’t we just do that? Drive to Jalisco. San Miguel de Allende. We
could close our accounts, have the money wired to the American Express, and just keep
going.”How easy it could be. She knew where all the gas stations were from here to Panama, the
cheap grand hotels with high ceilings and carved wooden headboards just off the main plazas.
In three days we could put a thousand miles between us and this bottle of disaster. “You always
liked it down there. You never wanted to come back to the States.”For an instant, I had her. I
knew she was remembering the years we had spent down there, her lovers, the color of the sea.
But it wasn’t a strong enough spell, I wasn’t a word spinner like her, not good enough, and the
image faded, returning to the screen of her obsession: Barry and the blond, Barry and the
redhead, Barry in a seersucker bathrobe.“Too late,” she said. She pulled out her wallet, counted
four twenties onto the counter.AT NIGHT she began cooking things in the kitchen, things too



strange to mention. She steeped oleander in boiling water, and the roots of a vine with white
trumpet flowers that glowed like faces. She soaked a plant collected in moonlight from the
neighbors’ fence, with little heart-shaped flowers. Then she cooked the water down; the whole
kitchen smelled like green and rotting leaves. She threw out pounds of the wet spinach-green
stuff into somebody else’s dumpster. She wasn’t talking to me anymore. She sat on the roof and
talked to the moon.“WHAT’S DMSO?” I asked Michael one night when she had gone out. He
was drinking scotch, real Johnnie Walker, celebrating because he’d gotten a job at the Music
Center in Macbeth, though he couldn’t call it that, it was bad luck. All the witches and stuff. You
were supposed to call it the Scottish play. Michael was taking no chances, it had been a year
since he’d done anything but Books on Tape.“People use it for arthritis,” he said.I leafed through
a Variety and tried to ask casually, “Is it dangerous?”“Completely harmless,” he said. He raised
his glass and examined the amber liquor, then sipped slowly, his eyes closing in satisfaction.I
hadn’t expected good news. “What’s it for, then?”“It helps drugs absorb through your skin. That’s
how the nicotine patch works, and those seasickness patches. You put it on and the DMSO lets
it get through your skin into the bloodstream. Marvelous stuff. I remember when they used to
worry that hippies would mix it with LSD and paint the doorknobs of public buildings.” He
laughed into his drink. “As if anybody would waste their acid on a bunch of straights.”I LOOKED
for the bottle of DMSO. I couldn’t find it anywhere. I looked under the kitchen sink and in the
bathroom, in the drawers—there just weren’t many places to hide things in our apartment, and
anyway, hiding things wasn’t my mother’s style. I waited up for her. She came back late, with a
handsome young man whose dark curls trailed halfway down his back. She held his hand.“This
is Jesus,” she said. “He’s a poet. My daughter, Astrid.”“Hi,” I said. “Mom, can I talk to you for a
second?”“You should be in bed,” she said. “I’ll be right back.” She smiled at Jesus, let go of his
hand, and walked me out onto the screen porch. She looked beautiful again, no circles under
her eyes, hair like falling water.I lay down in my bed and she covered me with a sheet, stroked
my face. “Mom, what happened to that stuff from Mexico?”She just kept smiling, but her eyes
told me everything.“Don’t do it,” I said.She kissed me and stroked my hair with her cool hand,
always cool, despite the heat, despite the wind and the fires, and then she was gone.THE NEXT
DAY I called Barry’s number.“Tunnel of Love,” a girl answered, stoned, giggling. I heard his voice,
velvet, in the background. Then he came on the line. “Hello?”I was going to warn him, but now all
I could remember was my mother’s face when she came out of his house that day. The way she
rocked, the square of her mouth. Anyway, what could I tell him—don’t touch anything, don’t eat
anything, watch out? He was already suspicious of her. If I told him, they might arrest her, and I
would not hurt my mother, not for Barry Kolker and his screwing Shivas. He deserved it. He had
it coming.“Hello,” he said, as she said something and laughed, stupidly. “Well, fuck you too,” he
said, and hung up.I didn’t call again.WE SAT ON the roof and watched the moon, red and huge
in the ash-laden air, hovering over the city laid out like a Ouija board. All around us was a Greek
chorus of sirens, while my mother’s mad low voice murmured, “They can’t touch us. We’re the
Vikings. We go into battle without armor for the flush and the blood of it.” She leaned down and



kissed my head, smelling of metal and smoke.The hot wind blew and blew and would not
stop.4THEN CAME A TIME I can hardly describe, a season underground. A bird trapped in a
sewer, wings beating against the ceiling in that dark wet place, while the city rumbled on
overhead. Her name was Lost. Her name was Nobody’s Daughter.In my dreams, my mother
walked through a city of bricks and rubble, a city after war, and she was blind, her eyes empty
and white as stones. There were tall apartments all around her, with triangles over windows, all
bricked up and burning. Blind windows, and her blind eyes, and yet still she came toward me,
inevitable and insane. I saw that her face was melted and horribly pliable. There were hollows in
the tops of her cheeks, under her eyes, as if someone had pressed into soft clay with their
thumbs.Those heavy days, how heavy the low gray sky, my wings were so heavy, so heavy my
panicked flight under the ground. So many faces, so many lips, wanting me to tell, it made me
tired, I fell asleep as they spoke. Just tell us what happened. What could I tell? When I opened
my mouth, a stone fell out. Her poor white eyeballs. Just where I hoped to find mercy. I dreamed
of white milk in the street, white milk and glass. Milk down the gutter, milk like tears. I kept her
kimono against my face, her scent of violets and ash. I rubbed the silk between my fingers.In that
place under the ground lived many children, babies, teenagers, and the rooms echoed noise like
a subway. Music like a train wreck, arguing, crying, the ceaseless TV. The heavy smell of
cooking, thin sickly urine, pine cleaner. The woman who ran it made me get out of bed at regular
intervals, sit at the table with the others before platters of beans and greens, meat. I dutifully
came out, sat, ate, then returned to the cocoon of bed and sleep, plastic sheet crinkling under
me. I woke up soaked to the armpits more nights than not.The girl in the other bed had seizures.
The niece told me, “There’s more money in disability children like you all.”Roses drifted down the
walls in brownish slants in the room. I counted roses. Diagonal rows of forty, ninety-two across.
Over the dresser, Jesus, JFK, and Martin Luther King, Jr., all in profile, facing left, like
racehorses at the starting gate, Jesus on the outside. The woman who ran the home, Mrs.
Campbell, thin and raisinish, dusted with a yellow T-shirt. The horses all lined up, straining at the
barrier. Hers was number seven, Medea’s Pride. That was a day with a trapdoor, and we all fell
through. I ran the belt of her kimono over my mouth, over and over, all day long, the taste of what
had been lost.THE DAY OF her arrest returned in my dreams, they were tunnels that kept
coming around to the same place. The knock on the door. It had been very early, still dark.
Another knock, and then voices, pounding. I ran into her room as the cops, cops in uniform, not
in uniform, burst in. The manager stood in the doorway, his head in a shower cap. They pulled
my mother out of bed, voices like snapping dogs. She yelled at them in German, calling them
Nazis, calling them blackshirts. “Schutzstaffel. Durch Ihre Verordnung, mein Führer.” Her naked
body, tender breasts swaying, stomach welted red from the sheets. It was impossible, a faked
photograph. Someone had cut out these policemen and stuck them on our apartment. They kept
looking at her, a dirty magazine. Her body like moonlight.“Astrid, they can’t keep me,” she said.
“Don’t worry, I’ll be back in an hour.”She said. She said.I sat on Michael’s couch, slept and
waited, the way dogs wait, all day, and then the next. A week went by, but she didn’t come. She



said she would, but she never did.WHEN THEY CAME to get me, they gave me fifteen minutes
to make up my mind what to take from our apartment. We never had many things. I took her four
books, a box of her journals, the white kimono, her tarot cards, and her folding knife.“I’m sorry,”
Michael said. “I’d keep you if I could. But you know how it is.”How it was. How it was that the earth
could open up under you and swallow you whole, close above you as if you never were. Like
Persephone snatched by the god. The ground opened up and out he came, sweeping her into
the black chariot. Then down they plunged, under the ground, into the darkness, and the earth
closed over her head, and she was gone, as if she had never been.So I came to live
underground, in the house of sleep, in the house of plastic sheets and crying babies and brown
roses in drifts, forty down, ninety-two across. Three thousand six hundred and eighty brown
roses.ONCE THEY BROUGHT me to see her behind glass. She wore an orange jumpsuit, like a
car mechanic, and there was something wrong with her. Her eyes were all clouded over. I told
her I loved her, but she didn’t recognize me. I saw her there in my dreams, again and again, her
blind eyes.It was a year of mouths, opening and closing, asking the same questions, saying the
same things. Just tell us what happened. Tell us what we want to know. I wanted to help her, but I
didn’t know how. I couldn’t find words, I had no words. In the courtroom she wore a white shirt. I
saw that shirt when I was awake and I saw it when I slept. I saw her on the stand in that shirt, her
eyes blank as a doll’s. I saw her back in that white shirt walking away. Thirty-five to life, someone
said. I came home and counted roses, and slept.WHEN I WAS AWAKE, I tried to remember the
things she taught me. We were the wands. We hung our gods from trees. Never let a man stay
the night. Don’t forget who you are. But I couldn’t remember. I was the disability girl, stones in my
mouth, lost on the battlefield, plastic sheets on the bed. I was the laundry monitor, I helped the
niece take the laundry to the Laundromat. I watched the laundry go around. I liked the smell of it,
it made me feel safe. I slept until sleep seemed like waking and waking like sleep. Sometimes I
lay on my bed in the room with the roses and watched the girl in the other bed make scar tattoos
on her ashy dark skin with a safety pin, a diaper pin with a yellow duck. She opened her skin in
lines and loops. It healed over into pink pillowy tissue. She opened them again. It took me a
while, but finally I understood. She wanted it to show.I dreamed my mother was hunting me in
the burnt-out city, blind, relentless. The whole truth and nothing but the truth. I wanted to lie, but
the words deserted me. She was the one who always spoke for us. She was the goddess who
threw out the golden apples. They would stoop to pick them up, and we’d make our escape. But
when I reached into my pocket, there was only dust and dried leaves. I had nothing to protect her
with, to cover her naked body. I had condemned her by my silence, condemned us both.ONE
DAY I woke to find the girl from the other bed going through my drawer in the dresser. Looking at
a book, flicking through the pages. My mother’s book. My slender, naked mother, alone among
the blackshirts. She was pawing my mother’s words. “Get out of my stuff,” I said.The girl looked
up at me, startled. She didn’t know I could talk. We had been in this room for months now and I’d
never said a word.“Put it back,” I said.She broke out in a grin. Grabbed a page, crumpled it and
tore it out of the book, watching me. What would I do. My mother’s words in her scaly-knuckled



hand. What would I do, what would I do. She took another page, tore it out and stuffed it in her
mouth, the pieces hanging from her blistered lips, grinning.Begin ReadingTable of
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giveaways, sneak peeks, deals, and more..1THE SANTA ANAS blew in hot from the desert,
shriveling the last of the spring grass into whiskers of pale straw. Only the oleanders thrived,
their delicate poisonous blooms, their dagger green leaves. We could not sleep in the hot dry
nights, my mother and I. I woke up at midnight to find her bed empty. I climbed to the roof and
easily spotted her blond hair like a white flame in the light of the three-quarter moon.“Oleander
time,” she said. “Lovers who kill each other now will blame it on the wind.” She held up her large
hand and spread the fingers, let the desert dryness lick through. My mother was not herself in
the time of the Santa Anas. I was twelve years old and I was afraid for her. I wished things were
back the way they had been, that Barry was still here, that the wind would stop blowing.“You
should get some sleep,” I offered.“I never sleep,” she said.I sat next to her, and we stared out at
the city that hummed and glittered like a computer chip deep in some unknowable machine,
holding its secret like a poker hand. The edge of her white kimono flapped open in the wind and I
could see her breast, low and full. Her beauty was like the edge of a very sharp knife.I rested my
head on her leg. She smelled like violets. “We are the wands,” she said. “We strive for beauty and
balance, the sensual over the sentimental.”“The wands,” I repeated. I wanted her to know I was
listening. Our tarot suit, the wands. She used to lay out the cards for me, explain the suits: wands
and coins, cups and swords, but she had stopped reading them. She didn’t want to know the
future anymore.“We received our coloring from Norsemen,” she said. “Hairy savages who
hacked their gods to pieces and hung the flesh from trees. We are the ones who sacked Rome.
Fear only feeble old age and death in bed. Don’t forget who you are.”“I promise,” I said.Down
below us in the streets of Hollywood, sirens whined and sawed along my nerves. In the Santa
Anas, eucalyptus trees burst into flames like giant candles, and oilfat chaparral hillsides went up
in a rush, flushing starved coyotes and deer down onto Franklin Avenue.She lifted her face to
the singed moon, bathing in its glowering beams. “Raven’s-eye moon.”“Baby-face moon,” I



countered, my head on her knee.She softly stroked my hair. “It’s a traitor’s moon.”IN THE
SPRING this wound had been unimaginable, this madness, but it had lain before us,
undetectable as a land mine. We didn’t even know the name Barry Kolker then.Barry. When he
appeared, he was so small. Smaller than a comma, insignificant as a cough. Someone she met
at a poetry reading. It was at a wine garden in Venice. As always when she read, my mother
wore white, and her hair was the color of new snow against her lightly tanned skin. She stood in
the shade of a massive fig tree, its leaves like hands. I sat at the table behind stacks of books I
was supposed to sell after the reading, slim books published by the Blue Shoe Press of Austin,
Texas. I drew the hands of the tree and the way bees swarmed over the fallen figs, eating the sun-
fermented fruit and getting drunk, trying to fly and falling back down. Her voice made me drunk—
deep and sun-warmed, a hint of a foreign accent, Swedish singsong a generation removed. If
you’d ever heard her, you knew the power of that hypnotic voice.After the reading, people
crowded around, gave me money to put in the cigar box, my mother signed a few books. “Ah, the
writer’s life,” she said ironically, as they handed me the crumpled fives and ones. But she loved
these readings, the way she loved evenings with her writer friends, trashing famous poets over a
drink and a joint, and hated them, the way she hated the lousy job she had at Cinema Scene
magazine, where she pasted up the copy of other writers, who, at fifty cents a word, bled
shameless clichés, stock nouns and slack verbs, while my mother could agonize for hours over
whether to write an or the.As she signed her books, she wore her customary half-smile, more
internal than outward, having a private joke while she thanked everybody for coming. I knew she
was waiting for a certain man. I’d already seen him, a shy blond in a tank top with a bead-and-
yarn necklace, who stood in the back, watching her, helpless, intoxicated. After twelve years as
Ingrid’s daughter, I could spot them in my sleep.A chunky man, his dark hair pulled back in a
curly ponytail, pushed in, offered his book to be signed. “Barry Kolker. Love your work.” She
signed his book, handed it back to him, not even looking into his face. “What are you doing after
the reading?” he asked.“I have a date,” she said, reaching for the next book to sign.“After that,” he
said, and I liked his self-confidence, though he wasn’t her type, being chubby, dark, and dressed
in a suit from the Salvation Army.She wanted the shy blond, of course, way younger than her,
who wanted to be a poet too. He was the one who came home with us.I lay on my mattress on
the screen porch and waited for him to leave, watching the blue of the evening turn velvet, indigo
lingering like an unspoken hope, while my mother and the blond man murmured on the other
side of the screens. Incense perfumed the air, a special kind she bought in Little Tokyo, without
any sweetness, expensive; it smelled of wood and green tea. A handful of stars appeared in the
sky, but in L.A. none of the constellations were the right ones, so I connected them up in new
arrangements: the Spider, the Wave, the Guitar.When he left, I came out into the big room. She
was sitting cross-legged on her bed in her white kimono, writing in a notebook with an ink pen
she dipped in a bottle. “Never let a man stay the night,” she told me. “Dawn has a way of casting
a pall on any night magic.”The night magic sounded lovely. Someday I would have lovers and
write a poem after. I gazed at the white oleanders she had arranged on the coffee table that



morning, three clusters of blossoms representing heaven, man, and earth, and thought about
the music of her lovers’ voices in the dark, their soft laughter, the smell of the incense. I touched
the flowers. Heaven. Man. I felt on the verge of something, a mystery that surrounded me like
gauze, something I was beginning to unwind.ALL THAT SUMMER, I went with her to the
magazine. She never thought far enough ahead to put me in a Y program, and I never mentioned
the possibility of summer school. I enjoyed school itself, but it was torture for me to try to fit in as
a girl among other girls. Girls my own age were a different species entirely, their concerns as
foreign as the Dogons of Mali. Seventh grade had been particularly painful, and I waited for the
moment I could be with my mother again. The art room of Cinema Scene, with its ink pens and a
carousel of colored pencils, table-sized paper, overlays and benday dots, border tape, and
discarded headlines and photographs that I could wax and collage, was my paradise. I liked the
way the adults talked around me; they forgot I was there and said the most amazing things.
Today, the writers and the art director, Marlene, gossiped about the affair between the publisher
and the editor of the magazine. “A bizarre bit of Santa Ana madness,” my mother commented
from the pasteup table. “That beaky anorexic and the toupeed Chihuahua. It’s beyond grotesque.
Their children wouldn’t know whether to peck or bark.”They laughed. My mother was the one
who would say out loud what the others were thinking.I sat at the empty drafting table next to my
mother’s, drawing the way the venetian blinds sliced the light like cheese. I waited to hear what
my mother would say next, but she put her headphones back on, like a period at the end of a
sentence. This was how she pasted up, listening to exotic music over headphones and
pretending she was far away in some scented kingdom of fire and shadows, instead of sitting at
a drafting table at a movie magazine pasting up actor interviews for eight dollars an hour. She
concentrated on the motion of her steel X-acto knife, slicing through the galleys. She pulled up
long strips that stuck to the knife. “It’s their skins I’m peeling,” she said. “The skins of the insipid
scribblers, which I graft to the page, creating monsters of meaninglessness.”The writers
laughed, uneasily.Nobody took any note when Bob, the publisher, came in. I dropped my head
and used the T square, as if I were doing something official. So far he hadn’t said anything about
my coming to work with my mother, but Marlene, the art director, told me to “fly low, avoid the
radar.” He never noticed me. Only my mother. That day he came and stood next to her stool,
reading over her shoulder. He just wanted to stand close to her, touch her hair that was white as
glacier milk, and see if he could look down her shirt. I could see the loathing on her face as he
bent over her, and then, as if to steady himself, put his hand on her thigh.She pretended to
startle, and in one spare movement, cut his bare forearm with the razor-edged X-acto.He looked
down at his arm, astonished at the thread of blood that began to appear.“Oh, Bob!” she said. “I’m
so sorry, I didn’t see you there. Are you all right?” But the look that she gave him with her
cornflower eyes showed him she could have just as easily slit his throat.“No problem, just a little
accident.” His arm bore a two-inch gash below his polo shirt sleeve. “Just an accident,” he said a
bit louder, as if reassuring everybody, and scuttled back to his office.FOR LUNCH, we drove into
the hills and parked in the dappled shade of a big sycamore, its powdery white bark like a



woman’s body against the uncanny blue sky. We ate yogurt from cartons and listened to Anne
Sexton reading her own poetry on the tape deck in her scary ironic American drawl. She was
reading about being in a mental home, ringing the bells. My mother stopped the tape. “Tell me
the next line.”I liked it when my mother tried to teach me things, when she paid attention. So
often when I was with her, she was unreachable. Whenever she turned her steep focus to me, I
felt the warmth that flowers must feel when they bloom through the snow, under the first
concentrated rays of the sun.I didn’t have to grope for the answer. It was like a song, and the light
filtered through the sycamore tree as crazy Anne rang her bell, B-flat, and my mother
nodded.“Always learn poems by heart,” she said. “They have to become the marrow in your
bones. Like fluoride in the water, they’ll make your soul impervious to the world’s soft decay.”I
imagined my soul taking in these words like silicated water in the Petrified Forest, turning my
wood to patterned agate. I liked it when my mother shaped me this way. I thought clay must feel
happy in the good potter’s hand.IN THE AFTERNOON, the editor descended on the art room,
dragging scarves of Oriental perfume that lingered in the air long after she was gone. A thin
woman with overbright eyes and the nervous gestures of a frightened bird, Kit smiled too widely
in her red lipstick as she darted here and there, looking at the design, examining pages,
stopping to read type over my mother’s shoulder, and pointing out corrections. My mother flipped
her hair back, a cat twitching before it clawed you.“All that hair,” Kit said. “Isn’t it dangerous in
your line of work? Around the waxer and all.” Her own hairstyle was geometric, dyed an inky
black and shaved at the neck.My mother ignored her, but let the X-acto fall so it impaled the
desktop like a javelin.After Kit left, my mother said to the art director, “I’m sure she’d prefer me in
a crew cut. Dyed to her own bituminous shade.”“Vampire ’n’ Easy,” Marlene said.I didn’t look up. I
knew the only reason we were here was because of me. If it weren’t for me, she wouldn’t have to
take jobs like this. She would be half a planet away, floating in a turquoise sea, dancing by
moonlight to flamenco guitar. I felt my guilt like a brand.THAT NIGHT she went out by herself. I
drew for an hour, ate a peanut butter and mayonnaise sandwich, then drifted down to Michael’s,
knocked on the hollow door. Three bolts fell back. “It’s Queen Christina.” He smiled, a gentle soft
man about my mother’s age, but puffy and pale from drinking and being inside all the time. He
cleared a pile of dirty clothes and Variety from the couch so I could sit down.The apartment was
very different from ours, crammed with furniture and souvenirs and movie posters, Variety and
newspapers and empty wine bottles, tomato plants straggling on the windowsills, groping for a
little light. It was dark even in the daytime, because it faced north, but it had a spectacular view of
the Hollywood sign, the reason he took it in the first place.“Snow again,” he said along with
Garbo, tilting his face up like hers. “Eternal snow.” He handed me a bowl of sunflower seeds. “I
am Garbo.”I cracked seeds in my teeth and flicked off the rubber sandals I’d been wearing since
April. I couldn’t tell my mother I’d outgrown my shoes again. I didn’t want to remind her that I was
the reason she was trapped in electric bills and kid’s shoes grown too small, the reason she was
clawing at the windows like Michael’s dying tomatoes. She was a beautiful woman dragging a
crippled foot and I was that foot. I was bricks sewn into the hem of her clothes, I was a steel



dress.“What are you reading these days?” I asked Michael. He was an actor, but he didn’t work
that much, and he wouldn’t do TV, so he made most of his money reading for Books on Tape. He
had to do it under a pseudonym, Wolfram Malevich, because it was nonunion. We could hear
him every morning, very early, through the wall. He knew German and Russian from the army,
he’d been in army intelligence—an oxymoron, he always said—so they put him on German and
Russian authors.“Chekhov short stories.” He leaned forward and handed me the book from the
coffee table. It was full of notes and Post-its and underlines.I leafed through the book. “My
mother hates Chekhov. She says anybody who ever read him knows why there had to be a
revolution.”“Your mother.” Michael smiled. “Actually, you might really like him. There’s a lovely
melancholy in Chekhov.” We both turned to the TV to catch the best line in Queen Christina,
saying along with Garbo, “The snow is like a white sea, one could go out and be lost in it… and
forget the world.”I thought of my mother as Queen Christina, cool and sad, eyes trained on some
distant horizon. That was where she belonged, in furs and palaces of rare treasures, fireplaces
large enough to roast a reindeer, ships of Swedish maple. My deepest fear was that someday
she would find her way back there and never return. It was why I always waited up when she
went out on nights like this, no matter how late she came home. I had to hear her key in the lock,
smell her violet perfume again.And I tried not to make it worse by asking for things, pulling her
down with my thoughts. I had seen girls clamor for new clothes and complain about what their
mothers made for dinner. I was always mortified. Didn’t they know they were tying their mothers
to the ground? Weren’t chains ashamed of their prisoners?But how I envied the way their
mothers sat on their beds and asked what they were thinking. My mother was not in the least bit
curious about me. I often wondered what she thought I was, a dog she could tie in front of the
store, a parrot on her shoulder?I never told her that I wished I had a father, that I wanted to go to
camp in summertime, that sometimes she scared me. I was afraid she would fly away, and I
would end up alone, living in some place where there were too many children, too many smells,
where beauty and silence and the intoxication of her words rising in air would be as far away as
Saturn.Out the window, the glow of the Hollywood sign was slightly blurred with June fog, a soft
wetness on the hills raising the smell of sage and chamise, moisture wiping the glass with
dreams.SHE CAME HOME at two when the bars closed, alone, her restlessness satisfied for
the moment. I sat on her bed, watched her change clothes, adoring each gesture. Someday I
would do this, the way she crossed her arms and pulled her dress over her head, kicked off her
high heels. I put them on, admiring them on my feet. They were almost the right size. In another
year or so, they would fit. She sat down next to me, handed me her brush, and I brushed her
pale hair smooth, painting the air with her violets. “I saw the goat man again,” she said.“What
goat man?”“From the wine garden, remember? The grinning Pan, cloven hooves peeping out
from under his pants?”I could see the two of us in the round mirror on the wall, our long hair
down, our blue eyes. Norsewomen. When I saw us like this, I could almost remember fishing in
cold deep seas, the smell of cod, the charcoal of our fires, our felt boots and our strange
alphabet, runes like sticks, a language like the ploughing of fields.“He stared at me the entire



time,” she said. “Barry Kolker. Marlene says he’s a writer of personal essays.” Her fine lips turned
into long commas of disapproval. “He was with that actress from The Cactus Garden, Jill
Lewis.”Her white hair, like unbleached silk, flowed through the boar bristle brush.“With that fat
goat of a man. Can you imagine?” I knew she couldn’t. Beauty was my mother’s law, her religion.
You could do anything you wanted, as long as you were beautiful, as long as you did things
beautifully. If you weren’t, you just didn’t exist. She had drummed it into my head since I was
small. Although I had noticed by now that reality didn’t always conform to my mother’s
ideas.“Maybe she likes him,” I said.“She must be insane,” my mother said, taking the brush away
from me and brushing my hair now, bearing down on the scalp hard. “She could have any man
she wanted. What could she possibly be thinking?”SHE SAW HIM again at her favorite artists’
bar downtown with no sign by the tracks. She saw him at a party in Silverlake. Wherever she
went, she complained, there he was, the goat man.I thought it was only coincidence, but one
night at a performance space in Santa Monica where we went to watch one of her friends
beating on Sparkletts bottles and ranting about the drought, I saw him too, four rows back. He
spent the whole time trying to catch her eye. He waved at me and I waved back, low, so she
wouldn’t see.After it was over, I wanted to talk to him, but she dragged me out fast. “Don’t
encourage him,” she hissed.When he turned up at the annual publication party for Cinema
Scene, I had to agree that he was following her. It was outside in the courtyard of an old hotel on
the Strip. The heat of the day was beginning to dissipate. The women wore bare dresses, my
mother like a moth in white silk. I threaded my way through the crowd to the hors d’oeuvres table,
quickly loaded my purse with things I thought could stand a few hours unrefrigerated—crab
claws and asparagus spears, liver in bacon—and there was Barry, piling a plate with shrimp. He
saw me, and his eyes immediately swept the crowd for my mother. She was behind me, drinking
white wine, gossiping with Miles, the photo editor, a gaunt, stubble-chinned Englishman whose
fingers were stained with nicotine. She hadn’t seen Barry yet. He started through the crowd
toward her. I was close behind him.“Ingrid,” Barry said, penetrating her circle of two. “I’ve been
looking for you.” He smiled. Her eyes flicked cruelly over his mustard-colored tie hanging to one
side, his brown shirt pulling at the buttons over his stomach, his uneven teeth, the shrimp in his
chubby fist. I could hear the icy winds of Sweden, but he didn’t seem to feel the chill.“I’ve been
thinking about you,” he said, coming even closer.“I’d rather you wouldn’t,” she said.“You’ll change
your mind about me,” he said. He put his finger alongside his nose, winked at me, and walked on
to another group of people, put his arm around a pretty girl, kissed her neck. My mother turned
away. That kiss went against everything she believed. In her universe, it simply would never
happen.“You know Barry?” Miles asked.“Who?” my mother said.That night, she couldn’t sleep.
We went down to the apartment pool and swam slow quiet laps under the local stars, the Crab
Claw, the Giant Shrimp.MY MOTHER bent over her drafting table, cutting type without a ruler in
long elegant strokes. “This is Zen,” she said. “No flaw, no moment’s hesitation. A window onto
grace.” She looked genuinely happy. It sometimes happened when she was pasting up just right,
she forgot where she was, why she was there, where she’d been and would rather be, forgot



about everything but the gift of cutting a perfectly straight freehand line, a pleasure as pure as
when she’d just written a beautiful phrase.But then I saw what she didn’t see, the goat man enter
the production room. I didn’t want to be the one to ruin her moment of grace, so I kept making my
Chinese tree out of benday dots and wrong-sized photo stills from Salaam Bombay! When I
glanced up, he caught my eye and put his finger to his lips, crept up behind her and tapped her
shoulder. Her knife went slicing through the type. She whirled around and I thought she was
going to cut him, but he showed her something that stopped her, a small envelope he put on her
table.“For you and your daughter,” he said.She opened it, removed two tickets, blue-and-white.
Her silence as she examined them astonished me. She stared at them, then him, jabbing the
sharp end of her X-acto into the rubbery surface of the desk, a dart that stuck there for a moment
before she pulled it out.“Just the concert,” she said. “No dinner, no dancing.”“Agreed,” he said,
but I could see he really didn’t believe her. He didn’t know her yet.It was a gamelan concert at
the art museum. Now I knew why she accepted. I only wondered how he knew exactly the right
thing to propose, the one thing she would never turn down. Had he hidden in the oleanders
outside our apartment? Interviewed her friends? Bribed somebody?THE NIGHT crackled as my
mother and I waited for him in the forecourt of the museum. Everything had turned to static
electricity in the heat. I combed my hair to watch the sparks fly from the ends.Forced to wait, my
mother made small, jerky movements with her arms, her hands. “Late. How despicable. I should
have known. He’s probably off rutting in some field with the other goats. Remind me never to
make plans with quadrupeds.”She still had on her work clothes, though she’d had time to
change. It was a sign, to indicate to him that it wasn’t a real date, that it meant nothing. All around
us, women in bright summer silks and a shifting bouquet of expensive perfumes eyed her
critically. Men admired her, smiled, stared. She stared back, blue eyes burning, until they grew
awkward and turned away.“Men,” she said. “No matter how unappealing, each of them imagines
he is somehow worthy.”I saw Barry across the plaza, his bulk jolting on his short legs. He
grinned, flashing the gap between his teeth. “Sorry, but traffic was murder.”My mother turned
away from the apology. Only peons made excuses for themselves, she taught me. Never
apologize, never explain.THE GAMELAN orchestra was twenty small slim men kneeling before
elaborately carved sets of chimes and gongs and drums. The drum began, joined by one of the
lower sets of chimes. Then more entered the growing mass of sound. Rhythms began to
emerge, expand, complex as lianas. My mother said the gamelan created in the listener a brain
wave beyond all alphas and betas and thetas, a brain wave that paralyzed the normal channels
of thought and forced new ones to grow outside them, in the untouched regions of the mind, like
parallel blood vessels that form to accommodate a damaged heart.I closed my eyes to watch
tiny dancers like jeweled birds cross the dark screen of my eyelids. They took me away, spoke to
me in languages that had no words for strange mothers with ice-blue eyes and apartments with
ugly sparkles on the front and dead leaves in the pool.Afterward, the audience folded its plush
velvet chairs and pressed to the exits, but my mother didn’t move. She sat in her chair, her eyes
closed. She liked to be the last one to leave. She despised crowds, and their opinions as they left



a performance, or worse, discussed the wait for the bathroom or where do you want to eat? It
spoiled her mood. She was still in that other world, she would stay there as long as she possibly
could, the parallel channels twining and tunneling through her cortex like coral.“It’s over,” Barry
said.She raised her hand for him to be quiet. He looked at me and I shrugged. I was used to it.
We waited until the last sound had faded from the auditorium. Finally she opened her eyes.“So,
you want to grab a bite to eat?” he asked her.“I never eat,” she said.I was hungry, but once my
mother took a position, she never wavered from it. We went home, where I ate tuna out of a can
while she wrote a poem using the rhythms of the gamelan, about shadow puppets and the gods
of chance.1THE SANTA ANAS blew in hot from the desert, shriveling the last of the spring grass
into whiskers of pale straw. Only the oleanders thrived, their delicate poisonous blooms, their
dagger green leaves. We could not sleep in the hot dry nights, my mother and I. I woke up at
midnight to find her bed empty. I climbed to the roof and easily spotted her blond hair like a white
flame in the light of the three-quarter moon.“Oleander time,” she said. “Lovers who kill each other
now will blame it on the wind.” She held up her large hand and spread the fingers, let the desert
dryness lick through. My mother was not herself in the time of the Santa Anas. I was twelve
years old and I was afraid for her. I wished things were back the way they had been, that Barry
was still here, that the wind would stop blowing.“You should get some sleep,” I offered.“I never
sleep,” she said.I sat next to her, and we stared out at the city that hummed and glittered like a
computer chip deep in some unknowable machine, holding its secret like a poker hand. The
edge of her white kimono flapped open in the wind and I could see her breast, low and full. Her
beauty was like the edge of a very sharp knife.I rested my head on her leg. She smelled like
violets. “We are the wands,” she said. “We strive for beauty and balance, the sensual over the
sentimental.”“The wands,” I repeated. I wanted her to know I was listening. Our tarot suit, the
wands. She used to lay out the cards for me, explain the suits: wands and coins, cups and
swords, but she had stopped reading them. She didn’t want to know the future anymore.“We
received our coloring from Norsemen,” she said. “Hairy savages who hacked their gods to
pieces and hung the flesh from trees. We are the ones who sacked Rome. Fear only feeble old
age and death in bed. Don’t forget who you are.”“I promise,” I said.Down below us in the streets
of Hollywood, sirens whined and sawed along my nerves. In the Santa Anas, eucalyptus trees
burst into flames like giant candles, and oilfat chaparral hillsides went up in a rush, flushing
starved coyotes and deer down onto Franklin Avenue.She lifted her face to the singed moon,
bathing in its glowering beams. “Raven’s-eye moon.”“Baby-face moon,” I countered, my head on
her knee.She softly stroked my hair. “It’s a traitor’s moon.”IN THE SPRING this wound had been
unimaginable, this madness, but it had lain before us, undetectable as a land mine. We didn’t
even know the name Barry Kolker then.Barry. When he appeared, he was so small. Smaller than
a comma, insignificant as a cough. Someone she met at a poetry reading. It was at a wine
garden in Venice. As always when she read, my mother wore white, and her hair was the color of
new snow against her lightly tanned skin. She stood in the shade of a massive fig tree, its leaves
like hands. I sat at the table behind stacks of books I was supposed to sell after the reading, slim



books published by the Blue Shoe Press of Austin, Texas. I drew the hands of the tree and the
way bees swarmed over the fallen figs, eating the sun-fermented fruit and getting drunk, trying to
fly and falling back down. Her voice made me drunk—deep and sun-warmed, a hint of a foreign
accent, Swedish singsong a generation removed. If you’d ever heard her, you knew the power of
that hypnotic voice.After the reading, people crowded around, gave me money to put in the cigar
box, my mother signed a few books. “Ah, the writer’s life,” she said ironically, as they handed me
the crumpled fives and ones. But she loved these readings, the way she loved evenings with her
writer friends, trashing famous poets over a drink and a joint, and hated them, the way she hated
the lousy job she had at Cinema Scene magazine, where she pasted up the copy of other
writers, who, at fifty cents a word, bled shameless clichés, stock nouns and slack verbs, while
my mother could agonize for hours over whether to write an or the.As she signed her books, she
wore her customary half-smile, more internal than outward, having a private joke while she
thanked everybody for coming. I knew she was waiting for a certain man. I’d already seen him, a
shy blond in a tank top with a bead-and-yarn necklace, who stood in the back, watching her,
helpless, intoxicated. After twelve years as Ingrid’s daughter, I could spot them in my sleep.A
chunky man, his dark hair pulled back in a curly ponytail, pushed in, offered his book to be
signed. “Barry Kolker. Love your work.” She signed his book, handed it back to him, not even
looking into his face. “What are you doing after the reading?” he asked.“I have a date,” she said,
reaching for the next book to sign.“After that,” he said, and I liked his self-confidence, though he
wasn’t her type, being chubby, dark, and dressed in a suit from the Salvation Army.She wanted
the shy blond, of course, way younger than her, who wanted to be a poet too. He was the one
who came home with us.I lay on my mattress on the screen porch and waited for him to leave,
watching the blue of the evening turn velvet, indigo lingering like an unspoken hope, while my
mother and the blond man murmured on the other side of the screens. Incense perfumed the air,
a special kind she bought in Little Tokyo, without any sweetness, expensive; it smelled of wood
and green tea. A handful of stars appeared in the sky, but in L.A. none of the constellations were
the right ones, so I connected them up in new arrangements: the Spider, the Wave, the
Guitar.When he left, I came out into the big room. She was sitting cross-legged on her bed in her
white kimono, writing in a notebook with an ink pen she dipped in a bottle. “Never let a man stay
the night,” she told me. “Dawn has a way of casting a pall on any night magic.”The night magic
sounded lovely. Someday I would have lovers and write a poem after. I gazed at the white
oleanders she had arranged on the coffee table that morning, three clusters of blossoms
representing heaven, man, and earth, and thought about the music of her lovers’ voices in the
dark, their soft laughter, the smell of the incense. I touched the flowers. Heaven. Man. I felt on the
verge of something, a mystery that surrounded me like gauze, something I was beginning to
unwind.ALL THAT SUMMER, I went with her to the magazine. She never thought far enough
ahead to put me in a Y program, and I never mentioned the possibility of summer school. I
enjoyed school itself, but it was torture for me to try to fit in as a girl among other girls. Girls my
own age were a different species entirely, their concerns as foreign as the Dogons of Mali.



Seventh grade had been particularly painful, and I waited for the moment I could be with my
mother again. The art room of Cinema Scene, with its ink pens and a carousel of colored
pencils, table-sized paper, overlays and benday dots, border tape, and discarded headlines and
photographs that I could wax and collage, was my paradise. I liked the way the adults talked
around me; they forgot I was there and said the most amazing things. Today, the writers and the
art director, Marlene, gossiped about the affair between the publisher and the editor of the
magazine. “A bizarre bit of Santa Ana madness,” my mother commented from the pasteup table.
“That beaky anorexic and the toupeed Chihuahua. It’s beyond grotesque. Their children wouldn’t
know whether to peck or bark.”They laughed. My mother was the one who would say out loud
what the others were thinking.I sat at the empty drafting table next to my mother’s, drawing the
way the venetian blinds sliced the light like cheese. I waited to hear what my mother would say
next, but she put her headphones back on, like a period at the end of a sentence. This was how
she pasted up, listening to exotic music over headphones and pretending she was far away in
some scented kingdom of fire and shadows, instead of sitting at a drafting table at a movie
magazine pasting up actor interviews for eight dollars an hour. She concentrated on the motion
of her steel X-acto knife, slicing through the galleys. She pulled up long strips that stuck to the
knife. “It’s their skins I’m peeling,” she said. “The skins of the insipid scribblers, which I graft to the
page, creating monsters of meaninglessness.”The writers laughed, uneasily.Nobody took any
note when Bob, the publisher, came in. I dropped my head and used the T square, as if I were
doing something official. So far he hadn’t said anything about my coming to work with my
mother, but Marlene, the art director, told me to “fly low, avoid the radar.” He never noticed me.
Only my mother. That day he came and stood next to her stool, reading over her shoulder. He
just wanted to stand close to her, touch her hair that was white as glacier milk, and see if he
could look down her shirt. I could see the loathing on her face as he bent over her, and then, as if
to steady himself, put his hand on her thigh.She pretended to startle, and in one spare
movement, cut his bare forearm with the razor-edged X-acto.He looked down at his arm,
astonished at the thread of blood that began to appear.“Oh, Bob!” she said. “I’m so sorry, I didn’t
see you there. Are you all right?” But the look that she gave him with her cornflower eyes showed
him she could have just as easily slit his throat.“No problem, just a little accident.” His arm bore a
two-inch gash below his polo shirt sleeve. “Just an accident,” he said a bit louder, as if reassuring
everybody, and scuttled back to his office.FOR LUNCH, we drove into the hills and parked in the
dappled shade of a big sycamore, its powdery white bark like a woman’s body against the
uncanny blue sky. We ate yogurt from cartons and listened to Anne Sexton reading her own
poetry on the tape deck in her scary ironic American drawl. She was reading about being in a
mental home, ringing the bells. My mother stopped the tape. “Tell me the next line.”I liked it when
my mother tried to teach me things, when she paid attention. So often when I was with her, she
was unreachable. Whenever she turned her steep focus to me, I felt the warmth that flowers
must feel when they bloom through the snow, under the first concentrated rays of the sun.I didn’t
have to grope for the answer. It was like a song, and the light filtered through the sycamore tree



as crazy Anne rang her bell, B-flat, and my mother nodded.“Always learn poems by heart,” she
said. “They have to become the marrow in your bones. Like fluoride in the water, they’ll make
your soul impervious to the world’s soft decay.”I imagined my soul taking in these words like
silicated water in the Petrified Forest, turning my wood to patterned agate. I liked it when my
mother shaped me this way. I thought clay must feel happy in the good potter’s hand.IN THE
AFTERNOON, the editor descended on the art room, dragging scarves of Oriental perfume that
lingered in the air long after she was gone. A thin woman with overbright eyes and the nervous
gestures of a frightened bird, Kit smiled too widely in her red lipstick as she darted here and
there, looking at the design, examining pages, stopping to read type over my mother’s shoulder,
and pointing out corrections. My mother flipped her hair back, a cat twitching before it clawed
you.“All that hair,” Kit said. “Isn’t it dangerous in your line of work? Around the waxer and all.” Her
own hairstyle was geometric, dyed an inky black and shaved at the neck.My mother ignored her,
but let the X-acto fall so it impaled the desktop like a javelin.After Kit left, my mother said to the
art director, “I’m sure she’d prefer me in a crew cut. Dyed to her own bituminous shade.”“Vampire
’n’ Easy,” Marlene said.I didn’t look up. I knew the only reason we were here was because of me.
If it weren’t for me, she wouldn’t have to take jobs like this. She would be half a planet away,
floating in a turquoise sea, dancing by moonlight to flamenco guitar. I felt my guilt like a
brand.THAT NIGHT she went out by herself. I drew for an hour, ate a peanut butter and
mayonnaise sandwich, then drifted down to Michael’s, knocked on the hollow door. Three bolts
fell back. “It’s Queen Christina.” He smiled, a gentle soft man about my mother’s age, but puffy
and pale from drinking and being inside all the time. He cleared a pile of dirty clothes and Variety
from the couch so I could sit down.The apartment was very different from ours, crammed with
furniture and souvenirs and movie posters, Variety and newspapers and empty wine bottles,
tomato plants straggling on the windowsills, groping for a little light. It was dark even in the
daytime, because it faced north, but it had a spectacular view of the Hollywood sign, the reason
he took it in the first place.“Snow again,” he said along with Garbo, tilting his face up like hers.
“Eternal snow.” He handed me a bowl of sunflower seeds. “I am Garbo.”I cracked seeds in my
teeth and flicked off the rubber sandals I’d been wearing since April. I couldn’t tell my mother I’d
outgrown my shoes again. I didn’t want to remind her that I was the reason she was trapped in
electric bills and kid’s shoes grown too small, the reason she was clawing at the windows like
Michael’s dying tomatoes. She was a beautiful woman dragging a crippled foot and I was that
foot. I was bricks sewn into the hem of her clothes, I was a steel dress.“What are you reading
these days?” I asked Michael. He was an actor, but he didn’t work that much, and he wouldn’t do
TV, so he made most of his money reading for Books on Tape. He had to do it under a
pseudonym, Wolfram Malevich, because it was nonunion. We could hear him every morning,
very early, through the wall. He knew German and Russian from the army, he’d been in army
intelligence—an oxymoron, he always said—so they put him on German and Russian
authors.“Chekhov short stories.” He leaned forward and handed me the book from the coffee
table. It was full of notes and Post-its and underlines.I leafed through the book. “My mother hates



Chekhov. She says anybody who ever read him knows why there had to be a revolution.”“Your
mother.” Michael smiled. “Actually, you might really like him. There’s a lovely melancholy in
Chekhov.” We both turned to the TV to catch the best line in Queen Christina, saying along with
Garbo, “The snow is like a white sea, one could go out and be lost in it… and forget the world.”I
thought of my mother as Queen Christina, cool and sad, eyes trained on some distant horizon.
That was where she belonged, in furs and palaces of rare treasures, fireplaces large enough to
roast a reindeer, ships of Swedish maple. My deepest fear was that someday she would find her
way back there and never return. It was why I always waited up when she went out on nights like
this, no matter how late she came home. I had to hear her key in the lock, smell her violet
perfume again.And I tried not to make it worse by asking for things, pulling her down with my
thoughts. I had seen girls clamor for new clothes and complain about what their mothers made
for dinner. I was always mortified. Didn’t they know they were tying their mothers to the ground?
Weren’t chains ashamed of their prisoners?But how I envied the way their mothers sat on their
beds and asked what they were thinking. My mother was not in the least bit curious about me. I
often wondered what she thought I was, a dog she could tie in front of the store, a parrot on her
shoulder?I never told her that I wished I had a father, that I wanted to go to camp in summertime,
that sometimes she scared me. I was afraid she would fly away, and I would end up alone, living
in some place where there were too many children, too many smells, where beauty and silence
and the intoxication of her words rising in air would be as far away as Saturn.Out the window, the
glow of the Hollywood sign was slightly blurred with June fog, a soft wetness on the hills raising
the smell of sage and chamise, moisture wiping the glass with dreams.SHE CAME HOME at two
when the bars closed, alone, her restlessness satisfied for the moment. I sat on her bed,
watched her change clothes, adoring each gesture. Someday I would do this, the way she
crossed her arms and pulled her dress over her head, kicked off her high heels. I put them on,
admiring them on my feet. They were almost the right size. In another year or so, they would fit.
She sat down next to me, handed me her brush, and I brushed her pale hair smooth, painting
the air with her violets. “I saw the goat man again,” she said.“What goat man?”“From the wine
garden, remember? The grinning Pan, cloven hooves peeping out from under his pants?”I could
see the two of us in the round mirror on the wall, our long hair down, our blue eyes.
Norsewomen. When I saw us like this, I could almost remember fishing in cold deep seas, the
smell of cod, the charcoal of our fires, our felt boots and our strange alphabet, runes like sticks, a
language like the ploughing of fields.“He stared at me the entire time,” she said. “Barry Kolker.
Marlene says he’s a writer of personal essays.” Her fine lips turned into long commas of
disapproval. “He was with that actress from The Cactus Garden, Jill Lewis.”Her white hair, like
unbleached silk, flowed through the boar bristle brush.“With that fat goat of a man. Can you
imagine?” I knew she couldn’t. Beauty was my mother’s law, her religion. You could do anything
you wanted, as long as you were beautiful, as long as you did things beautifully. If you weren’t,
you just didn’t exist. She had drummed it into my head since I was small. Although I had noticed
by now that reality didn’t always conform to my mother’s ideas.“Maybe she likes him,” I said.“She



must be insane,” my mother said, taking the brush away from me and brushing my hair now,
bearing down on the scalp hard. “She could have any man she wanted. What could she possibly
be thinking?”SHE SAW HIM again at her favorite artists’ bar downtown with no sign by the
tracks. She saw him at a party in Silverlake. Wherever she went, she complained, there he was,
the goat man.I thought it was only coincidence, but one night at a performance space in Santa
Monica where we went to watch one of her friends beating on Sparkletts bottles and ranting
about the drought, I saw him too, four rows back. He spent the whole time trying to catch her eye.
He waved at me and I waved back, low, so she wouldn’t see.After it was over, I wanted to talk to
him, but she dragged me out fast. “Don’t encourage him,” she hissed.When he turned up at the
annual publication party for Cinema Scene, I had to agree that he was following her. It was
outside in the courtyard of an old hotel on the Strip. The heat of the day was beginning to
dissipate. The women wore bare dresses, my mother like a moth in white silk. I threaded my way
through the crowd to the hors d’oeuvres table, quickly loaded my purse with things I thought
could stand a few hours unrefrigerated—crab claws and asparagus spears, liver in bacon—and
there was Barry, piling a plate with shrimp. He saw me, and his eyes immediately swept the
crowd for my mother. She was behind me, drinking white wine, gossiping with Miles, the photo
editor, a gaunt, stubble-chinned Englishman whose fingers were stained with nicotine. She
hadn’t seen Barry yet. He started through the crowd toward her. I was close behind him.“Ingrid,”
Barry said, penetrating her circle of two. “I’ve been looking for you.” He smiled. Her eyes flicked
cruelly over his mustard-colored tie hanging to one side, his brown shirt pulling at the buttons
over his stomach, his uneven teeth, the shrimp in his chubby fist. I could hear the icy winds of
Sweden, but he didn’t seem to feel the chill.“I’ve been thinking about you,” he said, coming even
closer.“I’d rather you wouldn’t,” she said.“You’ll change your mind about me,” he said. He put his
finger alongside his nose, winked at me, and walked on to another group of people, put his arm
around a pretty girl, kissed her neck. My mother turned away. That kiss went against everything
she believed. In her universe, it simply would never happen.“You know Barry?” Miles
asked.“Who?” my mother said.That night, she couldn’t sleep. We went down to the apartment
pool and swam slow quiet laps under the local stars, the Crab Claw, the Giant Shrimp.MY
MOTHER bent over her drafting table, cutting type without a ruler in long elegant strokes. “This is
Zen,” she said. “No flaw, no moment’s hesitation. A window onto grace.” She looked genuinely
happy. It sometimes happened when she was pasting up just right, she forgot where she was,
why she was there, where she’d been and would rather be, forgot about everything but the gift of
cutting a perfectly straight freehand line, a pleasure as pure as when she’d just written a
beautiful phrase.But then I saw what she didn’t see, the goat man enter the production room. I
didn’t want to be the one to ruin her moment of grace, so I kept making my Chinese tree out of
benday dots and wrong-sized photo stills from Salaam Bombay! When I glanced up, he caught
my eye and put his finger to his lips, crept up behind her and tapped her shoulder. Her knife went
slicing through the type. She whirled around and I thought she was going to cut him, but he
showed her something that stopped her, a small envelope he put on her table.“For you and your



daughter,” he said.She opened it, removed two tickets, blue-and-white. Her silence as she
examined them astonished me. She stared at them, then him, jabbing the sharp end of her X-
acto into the rubbery surface of the desk, a dart that stuck there for a moment before she pulled
it out.“Just the concert,” she said. “No dinner, no dancing.”“Agreed,” he said, but I could see he
really didn’t believe her. He didn’t know her yet.It was a gamelan concert at the art museum. Now
I knew why she accepted. I only wondered how he knew exactly the right thing to propose, the
one thing she would never turn down. Had he hidden in the oleanders outside our apartment?
Interviewed her friends? Bribed somebody?THE NIGHT crackled as my mother and I waited for
him in the forecourt of the museum. Everything had turned to static electricity in the heat. I
combed my hair to watch the sparks fly from the ends.Forced to wait, my mother made small,
jerky movements with her arms, her hands. “Late. How despicable. I should have known. He’s
probably off rutting in some field with the other goats. Remind me never to make plans with
quadrupeds.”She still had on her work clothes, though she’d had time to change. It was a sign, to
indicate to him that it wasn’t a real date, that it meant nothing. All around us, women in bright
summer silks and a shifting bouquet of expensive perfumes eyed her critically. Men admired her,
smiled, stared. She stared back, blue eyes burning, until they grew awkward and turned
away.“Men,” she said. “No matter how unappealing, each of them imagines he is somehow
worthy.”I saw Barry across the plaza, his bulk jolting on his short legs. He grinned, flashing the
gap between his teeth. “Sorry, but traffic was murder.”My mother turned away from the apology.
Only peons made excuses for themselves, she taught me. Never apologize, never explain.THE
GAMELAN orchestra was twenty small slim men kneeling before elaborately carved sets of
chimes and gongs and drums. The drum began, joined by one of the lower sets of chimes. Then
more entered the growing mass of sound. Rhythms began to emerge, expand, complex as
lianas. My mother said the gamelan created in the listener a brain wave beyond all alphas and
betas and thetas, a brain wave that paralyzed the normal channels of thought and forced new
ones to grow outside them, in the untouched regions of the mind, like parallel blood vessels that
form to accommodate a damaged heart.I closed my eyes to watch tiny dancers like jeweled
birds cross the dark screen of my eyelids. They took me away, spoke to me in languages that
had no words for strange mothers with ice-blue eyes and apartments with ugly sparkles on the
front and dead leaves in the pool.Afterward, the audience folded its plush velvet chairs and
pressed to the exits, but my mother didn’t move. She sat in her chair, her eyes closed. She liked
to be the last one to leave. She despised crowds, and their opinions as they left a performance,
or worse, discussed the wait for the bathroom or where do you want to eat? It spoiled her mood.
She was still in that other world, she would stay there as long as she possibly could, the parallel
channels twining and tunneling through her cortex like coral.“It’s over,” Barry said.She raised her
hand for him to be quiet. He looked at me and I shrugged. I was used to it. We waited until the
last sound had faded from the auditorium. Finally she opened her eyes.“So, you want to grab a
bite to eat?” he asked her.“I never eat,” she said.I was hungry, but once my mother took a
position, she never wavered from it. We went home, where I ate tuna out of a can while she



wrote a poem using the rhythms of the gamelan, about shadow puppets and the gods of
chance.2THE SUMMER I was twelve, I liked to wander in the complex where the movie
magazine had its offices. It was called Crossroads of the World, a 1920s courtyard with a
streamline-moderne ocean liner in the middle occupied by an ad agency. I sat on a stone bench
and imagined Fred Astaire leaning on the liner’s brass rail, wearing a yachting cap and blue
blazer.Along the outside ring of the brick-paved courtyard, fantasy bungalows built in styles from
Brothers Grimm to Don Quixote were rented by photo studios, casting agents, typesetting
shops. I sketched a laughing Carmen lounging under the hanging basket of red geraniums in the
Sevillian doorway of the modeling agency, and a demure braided Gretel sweeping the Germanic
steps of the photo studio with a twig broom.While I drew, I watched the tall beautiful girls coming
in and out of these doors, passing from the agency to the studio and back, where they bled a bit
more of their hard-earned money from waitressing and temp jobs to further their careers. It was a
scam, my mother said, and I wanted to tell them so, but their beauty seemed a charm. What ill
could befall girls like that, long-legged in their hip-hugger pants and diaphanous summer
dresses, with their clear eyes and sculpted faces? The heat of the day never touched them, they
were living in another climate.At eleven or so one morning, my mother appeared in the tiled
doorway of the Cinema Scene staircase and I closed my notebook, figuring she was taking an
early lunch. But we didn’t go to the car. Instead, I followed her around the corner, and there,
leaning on an old gold Lincoln with suicide doors, stood Barry Kolker. He was wearing a bright
plaid jacket.My mother took one look at him and closed her eyes. “That jacket is so ugly I can’t
even look at you. Did you steal it from a dead man?”Barry grinned, opening the doors for me and
my mother. “Haven’t you ever been to the races? You’ve got to wear something loud. It’s
traditional.”“You look like a couch in an old-age home,” she said as we got in. “Thank God no one
I know will see me with you.”We were going on a date with Barry. I was astonished. I was sure the
gamelan concert would be the last we’d ever see him. And now he was holding open the back
door of the Lincoln for me. I’d never been to the racetrack. It wasn’t the kind of place my mother
would think of taking me—outdoors, horses, nobody reading a book or thinking about Beauty
and Fate.“I normally wouldn’t do this,” my mother said, settling herself in the front seat, putting on
her seat belt. “But the idea of the stolen hour is just too delicious.”“You’ll love it.” Barry climbed
behind the wheel. “It’s way too nice a day to be stuck in that sweatshop.”“Always,” my mother
said.We picked up the freeway on Cahuenga, drove north out of Hollywood into the Valley, then
east toward Pasadena. The heat lay on the city like a lid.Santa Anita sat at the base of the San
Gabriel Mountains, a sheer blue granite wall like a tidal wave. Bright banks of flowers and perfect
green lawns breathed out a heavy perfume in the smoggy air. My mother walked a little ahead of
Barry and pretended she didn’t know him, until she finally realized that everybody was dressed
like that, white shoes and green polyester.The horses were fine-tuned machines on steel
springs, shiny as metal, and the jockeys’ satin shirts gleamed in the sun as they walked their
mounts around the track, each horse coupled with an older, steadier partner. The horses shied
at children at the rail, at flags, all nerves and heat.“Pick a horse,” Barry told my mother.She



picked number seven, a white horse, because of her name, Medea’s Pride.The jockeys had
trouble getting them into the starting gates, but when the gates opened, the horses pounded the
brown of the track in a unit.“Come on, seven,” we yelled. “Lucky seven.”She won. My mother
laughed and hugged me, hugged Barry. I’d never seen her like this, excited, laughing, she
seemed so young. Barry had bet twenty dollars for her, and handed her the money, one hundred
dollars.“How about dinner?” he asked her.Yes, I prayed. Please say yes. After all, how could she
refuse him now?She took us to dinner at the nearby Surf ’n’ Turf, where Barry and I both ordered
salads and steaks medium rare, baked potatoes with sour cream. My mother just had a glass of
white wine. That was Ingrid Magnussen. She made up rules and suddenly they were engraved
on the Rosetta Stone, they’d been brought to the surface from a cave under the Dead Sea, they
were inscribed on scrolls from the T’ang Dynasty.During the meal Barry told us of his travels in
the Orient, where we had never been. The time he ordered magic mushrooms off the menu at a
beachside shack in Bali and ended up wandering the turquoise shore hallucinating Paradise. His
trip to the temples of Angkor Wat in the Cambodian jungle accompanied by Thai opium
smugglers. His week spent in the floating brothels of Bangkok. He had forgotten me entirely, was
too absorbed in hypnotizing my mother. His voice was cloves and nightingales, it took us to
spice markets in the Celebes, we drifted with him on a houseboat beyond the Coral Sea. We
were like cobras following a reed flute.On the way home, she let him touch her waist as she got
into the car.BARRY ASKED US to dinner at his house, said he’d like to cook some Indonesian
dishes he’d learned there. I waited until afternoon to tell her I wasn’t feeling well, that she should
go without me. I hungered for Barry, I thought he might be the one, someone who could feed us
and hold us and make us real.She spent an hour trying on clothes, white Indian pajamas, the
blue gauze dress, the pineapples and hula girls. I’d never seen her so indecisive.“The blue,” I
said. It had a low neck and the blue was exactly the color of her eyes. No one could resist her in
her blue dress.She chose the Indian pajamas, which covered every inch of her golden skin. “I’ll
be home early,” she said.I lay on her bed after she was gone and imagined them together, their
deep voices a duet in the dusk over the rijsttafel. I hadn’t had any since we left Amsterdam,
where we lived when I was seven; the smell of it used to permeate our neighborhood there. My
mother always said we’d go to Bali. I imagined us in a house with an extravagantly peaked roof,
overlooking green rice terraces and miraculously clear seas, where we’d wake to chimes and the
baaing of goats.After a while I made myself a cheese and sweet pickle sandwich and went next
door to Michael’s. He was halfway through a bottle of red wine from Trader Joe’s—“poverty chic”
he called it, because it had a cork—and he was crying, watching a Lana Turner movie. I didn’t
like Lana Turner and I couldn’t stand looking at the dying tomatoes, so I read Chekhov until
Michael passed out, then went downstairs and swam in the pool warm as tears. I floated on my
back and looked up at the stars, the Goat, the Swan, and hoped my mother was falling in love.All
that weekend, she didn’t say a thing about her date with Barry, but she wrote poems and
crumpled them up, threw them at the wastebasket.IN THE ART ROOM, Kit proofread over my
mother’s shoulder, while I sat at my table in the corner, making a collage about Chekhov, the



lady with the little dog, cutting out figures from discarded photographs. Marlene answered the
phone, covered the receiver with her hand.“It’s Barry Kolker.”Kit’s head jerked up at the sound of
the name, a marionette in the hands of a clumsy puppeteer. “I’ll take it in my office.”“It’s for Ingrid,”
Marlene said.My mother didn’t look up from her layout sheet. “Tell him I don’t work here
anymore.”Marlene told him, lying like oil.“How do you know Barry Kolker?” the editor asked, her
black eyes big as olives.“Just someone I met,” my mother said.That evening, in the long summer
twilight, people came out of their apartments, walked their dogs, drank blender drinks down by
the pool, their feet in the water. The moon rose, squatting in the strained blue. My mother knelt at
her table, writing, and a slight breeze brushed the wind chimes we’d hung in the old eucalyptus,
while I lay on her bed. I wanted to freeze this moment forever, the chimes, the slight splash of
water, the chink of dogs’ leashes, laughter from the pool, the skritch of my mother’s dip-pen, the
smell of the tree, the stillness. I wished I could shut it in a locket to wear around my neck. I
wished a thousand-year sleep would find us, at this absolute second, like the sleep over the
castle of Sleeping Beauty.There was a knock on the door, wrecking the peace. Nobody ever
came to our door. My mother put down her pen and grabbed the folding knife she kept in the jar
with the pencils, its dark carbon blade sharp enough to shave a cat. She unfolded it against her
thigh and put her finger to her lips. She clutched her white kimono, her skin bare underneath.It
was Barry, calling her. “Ingrid!”“How dare he,” she said. “He cannot simply appear on my
doorstep without an invitation.”She jerked the door open. Barry was wearing a wrinkled Hawaiian
shirt and carrying a bottle of wine and a bag that smelled of something wonderful. “Hi,” he said. “I
was just in the neighborhood, thought I’d drop by.”She stood in the doorway, the open blade still
against her thigh. “Oh, you did.”Then she did something I would never have imagined. She
invited him in, closing the knife against her leg.He looked around at our big room, elegantly bare.
“Just move in?” She said nothing. We had lived there over a year.THE SUN was hot through the
screens when I woke up, illuminating the milky stagnant air wrapped like a towel around the
morning. I could hear a man singing, the shower pipes clanking as he turned the water off. Barry
had stayed the night. She was breaking her rules. They weren’t stone after all, only small and
fragile as paper cranes. I stared at her as she dressed for work, waiting for an explanation, but
she just smiled.After that night, the change was startling. Sunday, we went together to the
Hollywood farmer’s market, where she and Barry bought spinach and green beans, tomatoes
and grapes no bigger than the head of a thumbtack, papery braids of garlic, while I trailed
behind them, mute with amazement at the sight of my mother examining displays of produce like
it was a trip to a bookstore. My mother, for whom a meal was a carton of yogurt or a can of
sardines and soda crackers. She could eat peanut butter for weeks on end without even
noticing. I watched as she bypassed stands full of her favorite white flowers, lilies and
chrysanthemums, and instead filled her arms with giant red poppies with black stains in the
centers. On the walk home, she and Barry held hands and sang together in deep croony voices
old songs from the sixties, “Wear Your Love Like Heaven” and “Waterloo Sunset.”SO MANY
THINGS I would never have imagined. She wrote tiny haiku that she slipped into his pockets. I



fished them out whenever I got a chance, to see what she had written. It made me blush to read
them: Poppies bleed petals of sheer excess. You and I, this sweet battleground.One morning at
the magazine, she showed me a picture in the weekly throwaway Caligula’s Mother, taken at a
party after a play’s opening night. They both looked bombed. The caption dubbed her Barry’s
new lady love. It was exactly the kind of thing she hated the most, a woman as a man’s anything.
Now it was as if she’d won a contest.Passion. I never imagined it was something that could
happen to her. These were days she couldn’t recognize herself in a mirror, her eyes black with it,
her hair forever tangled and smelling of musk, Barry’s goat scent.They went out and she told me
about it afterward, laughing. “Women approach him, their peacock voices crying, ‘Barry! Where
have you been?’ But it doesn’t matter. He is with me now. I am the only one he wants.”Passion
ruled her. Gone were the references to his physical goatishness, his need for dental work, his
flabby physique, his squalid taste in clothes, the wretchedness of his English, his shameless
clichés, the criminal triteness of his oeuvre, a man who wrote “snuck.” I never thought I’d see my
mother plaster herself against a stout ponytailed man in the hallway outside our apartment, or let
him inch his hand up her skirt under the table when we ate dinner one night at a dark Hunan
restaurant in old Chinatown. I watched her close her eyes, I could feel the waves of her passion
like perfume across the teacups.In the mornings, he lay with her on the wide white mattress
when I crossed the room on the way to the toilet. They would even talk to me, her head cradled
on his arm, the room full of the scent of their lovemaking, as if it was the most natural thing in the
world. It made me want to laugh out loud. In the courtyard at Crossroads of the World, I sat under
a pepper tree and wrote “Mr. and Mrs. Barry Kolker” in my sketchbook. I practiced saying, “Can I
call you Dad?”I never told my mother I wanted a father. I had only questioned her once on the
subject, I must have been in kindergarten. We were back in the States that year, living in
Hollywood. A hot, smoggy day, and my mother was in a bad mood. She picked me up late from
day care, we had to go to the market. We were driving in an old Datsun she had then, I still
remember the hot waffled seat and how I could see the street through a hole in the
floorboards.School had just started, and our young teacher, Mrs. Williams, had asked us about
our fathers. The fathers lived in Seattle or Panorama City or San Salvador, a couple were even
dead. They had jobs like lawyers or drummers or installing car window glass.“Where’s my
father?” I asked my mother.She downshifted irritably, throwing me against the seat belt. “You
have no father,” she said.“Everybody has a father,” I said.“Fathers are irrelevant. Believe me,
you’re lucky. I had one, I know. Just forget it.” She turned on the radio, loud rock ’n’ roll.It was as if
I was blind and she’d told me, sight doesn’t matter, it’s just as well you can’t see. I began to
watch fathers, in the stores, on the playgrounds, pushing their daughters on swings. I liked how
they seemed to know what to do. They seemed like a dock, firmly attached to the world, you
could be safe then, not always drifting like us. I prayed Barry Kolker would be that man.Their
murmured words of love were my lullabies, my hope chest. I was stacking in linens, summer
camp, new shoes, Christmas. I was laying up sit-down dinners, a room of my own, a bicycle,
parent-teacher nights. A year like the one before it, and the next like that, one after another, a



bridge, and a thousand things more subtle and nameless that girls without fathers know.Barry
took us to the Fourth of July game at Dodger Stadium and bought us Dodger caps. We ate hot
dogs and they drank beer from paper cups and he explained baseball to her like it was
philosophy, the key to the American character. Barry threw money to the peanut vendor and
caught the bag the man threw back. We littered the ground with peanut shells. I hardly
recognized us in our peaked blue caps. We were like a family. I pretended we were just Mom,
Dad, and the kid. We did the wave, and they kissed through the whole seventh inning, while I
drew faces on the peanuts. The fireworks set off every car alarm in the parking lot.Another
weekend, he took us to Catalina. I was violently seasick on the ferry, and Barry held a cold
handkerchief to my forehead and got me some mints to suck. I loved his brown eyes, the way he
looked so worried, as if he’d never seen a kid throw up before. I tried not to hang around with
them too much once we got there, hoping he would ask her while they strolled among the
sailboats, eating shrimp from a paper cone.SOMETHING HAPPENED. All I remember is that the
winds had started. The skeleton rattlings of wind in the palms. It was a night Barry said he would
come at nine, but then it was eleven and he hadn’t arrived. My mother played her Peruvian flute
tape to soothe her nerves, Irish harp music, Bulgarian singers, but nothing worked. The calming,
chiming tones ill suited her temper. Her gestures were anxious and unfinished.“Let’s go for a
swim,” I said.“I can’t,” she said. “He might call.”Finally, she flipped out the tape and replaced it
with one of Barry’s, a jazz tape by Chet Baker, romantic, the kind of music she always hated
before.“Cocktail lounge music. For people to cry into their beer with,” she said. “But I don’t have
any beer.”He went out of town on assignments for different magazines. He canceled their dates.
My mother couldn’t sleep, she jumped whenever the phone rang. I hated to see the look on her
face when it wasn’t Barry. A tone I’d never heard crept into her voice, serrated, like the edge of a
saw.I didn’t understand how this could happen, how he could give us fireworks and Catalina,
how he could hold that cold cloth to my forehead, and talk about taking us to Bali, and then
forget our address.ONE AFTERNOON, we stopped by his house unannounced.“He’s going to
be mad,” I said.“We were just in the neighborhood. Just thought we’d stop by,” she said.I could no
more keep her from doing this than I could keep the sun from coming up through the boiled
smog on an August morning, but I didn’t want to see it. I waited in the car. She knocked on the
door and he answered wearing a seersucker bathrobe. I didn’t have to hear her to know what
she was saying. She wore her blue gauze dress, the hot wind ruffling her hem, the sun at her
back, turning it transparent. He stood in his doorway, blocking it, and she held her head to one
side, moving closer, touching her hair. I felt a rubber band stretching in my brain, tighter and
tighter, until they disappeared into his house.I played the radio, classical music. I couldn’t stand
to hear anything with words. I imagined my own ice-blue eyes looking at some man, telling him
to go away, that I was busy. “You’re not my type,” I said coolly into the rearview mirror.A half hour
later she reappeared, stumbling out to the car, tripping over a sprinkler, as if she were blind. She
got in and sat behind the steering wheel and rocked back and forth, her mouth open in a square,
but there was no sound. My mother was crying. It was the final impossibility.“He has a date,” she



finally said, whispering, her voice like there were hands around her throat. “He made love with
me, and then said I had to leave. Because he has a date.”I knew we shouldn’t have come. Now I
wished she’d never broken any of her rules. I understood why she held to them so hard. Once
you broke the first one, they all broke, one by one, like firecrackers exploding in your face in a
parking lot on the Fourth of July.I was afraid to let her drive like this, with her eyes wild, seeing
nothing. She’d kill us before we got three blocks. But she didn’t start the car. She sat there,
staring through the windshield, rocking herself, holding herself around her waist.A few minutes
later, a car pulled up in the driveway, a new-model sports car, the top down, a blond girl driving.
She was very young and wore a short skirt. She leaned over to get her bag out of the
backseat.“She’s not as pretty as you,” I said.“But she’s a simpler girl,” my mother whispered
bitterly.KIT LEANED on the counter in the production room, her magenta lips a wolf’s stained
smile.“Ingrid, guess who I saw last night at the Virgins,” she said, her high voice breathless with
malice. “Our old friend Barry Kolker.” She stage-sighed. “With some cheap little blond half his
age. Men have such short memories, don’t they?” Her nostrils twitched as she stifled a laugh.At
lunchtime, my mother told me to take everything I wanted, art supplies, stationery. We were
leaving and we weren’t coming back.2THE SUMMER I was twelve, I liked to wander in the
complex where the movie magazine had its offices. It was called Crossroads of the World, a
1920s courtyard with a streamline-moderne ocean liner in the middle occupied by an ad agency.
I sat on a stone bench and imagined Fred Astaire leaning on the liner’s brass rail, wearing a
yachting cap and blue blazer.Along the outside ring of the brick-paved courtyard, fantasy
bungalows built in styles from Brothers Grimm to Don Quixote were rented by photo studios,
casting agents, typesetting shops. I sketched a laughing Carmen lounging under the hanging
basket of red geraniums in the Sevillian doorway of the modeling agency, and a demure braided
Gretel sweeping the Germanic steps of the photo studio with a twig broom.While I drew, I
watched the tall beautiful girls coming in and out of these doors, passing from the agency to the
studio and back, where they bled a bit more of their hard-earned money from waitressing and
temp jobs to further their careers. It was a scam, my mother said, and I wanted to tell them so,
but their beauty seemed a charm. What ill could befall girls like that, long-legged in their hip-
hugger pants and diaphanous summer dresses, with their clear eyes and sculpted faces? The
heat of the day never touched them, they were living in another climate.At eleven or so one
morning, my mother appeared in the tiled doorway of the Cinema Scene staircase and I closed
my notebook, figuring she was taking an early lunch. But we didn’t go to the car. Instead, I
followed her around the corner, and there, leaning on an old gold Lincoln with suicide doors,
stood Barry Kolker. He was wearing a bright plaid jacket.My mother took one look at him and
closed her eyes. “That jacket is so ugly I can’t even look at you. Did you steal it from a dead
man?”Barry grinned, opening the doors for me and my mother. “Haven’t you ever been to the
races? You’ve got to wear something loud. It’s traditional.”“You look like a couch in an old-age
home,” she said as we got in. “Thank God no one I know will see me with you.”We were going on
a date with Barry. I was astonished. I was sure the gamelan concert would be the last we’d ever



see him. And now he was holding open the back door of the Lincoln for me. I’d never been to the
racetrack. It wasn’t the kind of place my mother would think of taking me—outdoors, horses,
nobody reading a book or thinking about Beauty and Fate.“I normally wouldn’t do this,” my
mother said, settling herself in the front seat, putting on her seat belt. “But the idea of the stolen
hour is just too delicious.”“You’ll love it.” Barry climbed behind the wheel. “It’s way too nice a day
to be stuck in that sweatshop.”“Always,” my mother said.We picked up the freeway on Cahuenga,
drove north out of Hollywood into the Valley, then east toward Pasadena. The heat lay on the city
like a lid.Santa Anita sat at the base of the San Gabriel Mountains, a sheer blue granite wall like
a tidal wave. Bright banks of flowers and perfect green lawns breathed out a heavy perfume in
the smoggy air. My mother walked a little ahead of Barry and pretended she didn’t know him,
until she finally realized that everybody was dressed like that, white shoes and green
polyester.The horses were fine-tuned machines on steel springs, shiny as metal, and the
jockeys’ satin shirts gleamed in the sun as they walked their mounts around the track, each
horse coupled with an older, steadier partner. The horses shied at children at the rail, at flags, all
nerves and heat.“Pick a horse,” Barry told my mother.She picked number seven, a white horse,
because of her name, Medea’s Pride.The jockeys had trouble getting them into the starting
gates, but when the gates opened, the horses pounded the brown of the track in a unit.“Come
on, seven,” we yelled. “Lucky seven.”She won. My mother laughed and hugged me, hugged
Barry. I’d never seen her like this, excited, laughing, she seemed so young. Barry had bet twenty
dollars for her, and handed her the money, one hundred dollars.“How about dinner?” he asked
her.Yes, I prayed. Please say yes. After all, how could she refuse him now?She took us to dinner
at the nearby Surf ’n’ Turf, where Barry and I both ordered salads and steaks medium rare,
baked potatoes with sour cream. My mother just had a glass of white wine. That was Ingrid
Magnussen. She made up rules and suddenly they were engraved on the Rosetta Stone, they’d
been brought to the surface from a cave under the Dead Sea, they were inscribed on scrolls
from the T’ang Dynasty.During the meal Barry told us of his travels in the Orient, where we had
never been. The time he ordered magic mushrooms off the menu at a beachside shack in Bali
and ended up wandering the turquoise shore hallucinating Paradise. His trip to the temples of
Angkor Wat in the Cambodian jungle accompanied by Thai opium smugglers. His week spent in
the floating brothels of Bangkok. He had forgotten me entirely, was too absorbed in hypnotizing
my mother. His voice was cloves and nightingales, it took us to spice markets in the Celebes, we
drifted with him on a houseboat beyond the Coral Sea. We were like cobras following a reed
flute.On the way home, she let him touch her waist as she got into the car.BARRY ASKED US to
dinner at his house, said he’d like to cook some Indonesian dishes he’d learned there. I waited
until afternoon to tell her I wasn’t feeling well, that she should go without me. I hungered for
Barry, I thought he might be the one, someone who could feed us and hold us and make us
real.She spent an hour trying on clothes, white Indian pajamas, the blue gauze dress, the
pineapples and hula girls. I’d never seen her so indecisive.“The blue,” I said. It had a low neck
and the blue was exactly the color of her eyes. No one could resist her in her blue dress.She



chose the Indian pajamas, which covered every inch of her golden skin. “I’ll be home early,” she
said.I lay on her bed after she was gone and imagined them together, their deep voices a duet in
the dusk over the rijsttafel. I hadn’t had any since we left Amsterdam, where we lived when I was
seven; the smell of it used to permeate our neighborhood there. My mother always said we’d go
to Bali. I imagined us in a house with an extravagantly peaked roof, overlooking green rice
terraces and miraculously clear seas, where we’d wake to chimes and the baaing of goats.After
a while I made myself a cheese and sweet pickle sandwich and went next door to Michael’s. He
was halfway through a bottle of red wine from Trader Joe’s—“poverty chic” he called it, because
it had a cork—and he was crying, watching a Lana Turner movie. I didn’t like Lana Turner and I
couldn’t stand looking at the dying tomatoes, so I read Chekhov until Michael passed out, then
went downstairs and swam in the pool warm as tears. I floated on my back and looked up at the
stars, the Goat, the Swan, and hoped my mother was falling in love.All that weekend, she didn’t
say a thing about her date with Barry, but she wrote poems and crumpled them up, threw them
at the wastebasket.IN THE ART ROOM, Kit proofread over my mother’s shoulder, while I sat at
my table in the corner, making a collage about Chekhov, the lady with the little dog, cutting out
figures from discarded photographs. Marlene answered the phone, covered the receiver with her
hand.“It’s Barry Kolker.”Kit’s head jerked up at the sound of the name, a marionette in the hands
of a clumsy puppeteer. “I’ll take it in my office.”“It’s for Ingrid,” Marlene said.My mother didn’t look
up from her layout sheet. “Tell him I don’t work here anymore.”Marlene told him, lying like
oil.“How do you know Barry Kolker?” the editor asked, her black eyes big as olives.“Just
someone I met,” my mother said.That evening, in the long summer twilight, people came out of
their apartments, walked their dogs, drank blender drinks down by the pool, their feet in the
water. The moon rose, squatting in the strained blue. My mother knelt at her table, writing, and a
slight breeze brushed the wind chimes we’d hung in the old eucalyptus, while I lay on her bed. I
wanted to freeze this moment forever, the chimes, the slight splash of water, the chink of dogs’
leashes, laughter from the pool, the skritch of my mother’s dip-pen, the smell of the tree, the
stillness. I wished I could shut it in a locket to wear around my neck. I wished a thousand-year
sleep would find us, at this absolute second, like the sleep over the castle of Sleeping
Beauty.There was a knock on the door, wrecking the peace. Nobody ever came to our door. My
mother put down her pen and grabbed the folding knife she kept in the jar with the pencils, its
dark carbon blade sharp enough to shave a cat. She unfolded it against her thigh and put her
finger to her lips. She clutched her white kimono, her skin bare underneath.It was Barry, calling
her. “Ingrid!”“How dare he,” she said. “He cannot simply appear on my doorstep without an
invitation.”She jerked the door open. Barry was wearing a wrinkled Hawaiian shirt and carrying a
bottle of wine and a bag that smelled of something wonderful. “Hi,” he said. “I was just in the
neighborhood, thought I’d drop by.”She stood in the doorway, the open blade still against her
thigh. “Oh, you did.”Then she did something I would never have imagined. She invited him in,
closing the knife against her leg.He looked around at our big room, elegantly bare. “Just move
in?” She said nothing. We had lived there over a year.THE SUN was hot through the screens



when I woke up, illuminating the milky stagnant air wrapped like a towel around the morning. I
could hear a man singing, the shower pipes clanking as he turned the water off. Barry had
stayed the night. She was breaking her rules. They weren’t stone after all, only small and fragile
as paper cranes. I stared at her as she dressed for work, waiting for an explanation, but she just
smiled.After that night, the change was startling. Sunday, we went together to the Hollywood
farmer’s market, where she and Barry bought spinach and green beans, tomatoes and grapes
no bigger than the head of a thumbtack, papery braids of garlic, while I trailed behind them,
mute with amazement at the sight of my mother examining displays of produce like it was a trip
to a bookstore. My mother, for whom a meal was a carton of yogurt or a can of sardines and
soda crackers. She could eat peanut butter for weeks on end without even noticing. I watched as
she bypassed stands full of her favorite white flowers, lilies and chrysanthemums, and instead
filled her arms with giant red poppies with black stains in the centers. On the walk home, she
and Barry held hands and sang together in deep croony voices old songs from the sixties, “Wear
Your Love Like Heaven” and “Waterloo Sunset.”SO MANY THINGS I would never have
imagined. She wrote tiny haiku that she slipped into his pockets. I fished them out whenever I got
a chance, to see what she had written. It made me blush to read them: Poppies bleed petals of
sheer excess. You and I, this sweet battleground.One morning at the magazine, she showed me
a picture in the weekly throwaway Caligula’s Mother, taken at a party after a play’s opening night.
They both looked bombed. The caption dubbed her Barry’s new lady love. It was exactly the kind
of thing she hated the most, a woman as a man’s anything. Now it was as if she’d won a
contest.Passion. I never imagined it was something that could happen to her. These were days
she couldn’t recognize herself in a mirror, her eyes black with it, her hair forever tangled and
smelling of musk, Barry’s goat scent.They went out and she told me about it afterward, laughing.
“Women approach him, their peacock voices crying, ‘Barry! Where have you been?’ But it
doesn’t matter. He is with me now. I am the only one he wants.”Passion ruled her. Gone were the
references to his physical goatishness, his need for dental work, his flabby physique, his squalid
taste in clothes, the wretchedness of his English, his shameless clichés, the criminal triteness of
his oeuvre, a man who wrote “snuck.” I never thought I’d see my mother plaster herself against a
stout ponytailed man in the hallway outside our apartment, or let him inch his hand up her skirt
under the table when we ate dinner one night at a dark Hunan restaurant in old Chinatown. I
watched her close her eyes, I could feel the waves of her passion like perfume across the
teacups.In the mornings, he lay with her on the wide white mattress when I crossed the room on
the way to the toilet. They would even talk to me, her head cradled on his arm, the room full of
the scent of their lovemaking, as if it was the most natural thing in the world. It made me want to
laugh out loud. In the courtyard at Crossroads of the World, I sat under a pepper tree and wrote
“Mr. and Mrs. Barry Kolker” in my sketchbook. I practiced saying, “Can I call you Dad?”I never
told my mother I wanted a father. I had only questioned her once on the subject, I must have
been in kindergarten. We were back in the States that year, living in Hollywood. A hot, smoggy
day, and my mother was in a bad mood. She picked me up late from day care, we had to go to



the market. We were driving in an old Datsun she had then, I still remember the hot waffled seat
and how I could see the street through a hole in the floorboards.School had just started, and our
young teacher, Mrs. Williams, had asked us about our fathers. The fathers lived in Seattle or
Panorama City or San Salvador, a couple were even dead. They had jobs like lawyers or
drummers or installing car window glass.“Where’s my father?” I asked my mother.She
downshifted irritably, throwing me against the seat belt. “You have no father,” she
said.“Everybody has a father,” I said.“Fathers are irrelevant. Believe me, you’re lucky. I had one, I
know. Just forget it.” She turned on the radio, loud rock ’n’ roll.It was as if I was blind and she’d
told me, sight doesn’t matter, it’s just as well you can’t see. I began to watch fathers, in the
stores, on the playgrounds, pushing their daughters on swings. I liked how they seemed to know
what to do. They seemed like a dock, firmly attached to the world, you could be safe then, not
always drifting like us. I prayed Barry Kolker would be that man.Their murmured words of love
were my lullabies, my hope chest. I was stacking in linens, summer camp, new shoes,
Christmas. I was laying up sit-down dinners, a room of my own, a bicycle, parent-teacher nights.
A year like the one before it, and the next like that, one after another, a bridge, and a thousand
things more subtle and nameless that girls without fathers know.Barry took us to the Fourth of
July game at Dodger Stadium and bought us Dodger caps. We ate hot dogs and they drank beer
from paper cups and he explained baseball to her like it was philosophy, the key to the American
character. Barry threw money to the peanut vendor and caught the bag the man threw back. We
littered the ground with peanut shells. I hardly recognized us in our peaked blue caps. We were
like a family. I pretended we were just Mom, Dad, and the kid. We did the wave, and they kissed
through the whole seventh inning, while I drew faces on the peanuts. The fireworks set off every
car alarm in the parking lot.Another weekend, he took us to Catalina. I was violently seasick on
the ferry, and Barry held a cold handkerchief to my forehead and got me some mints to suck. I
loved his brown eyes, the way he looked so worried, as if he’d never seen a kid throw up before. I
tried not to hang around with them too much once we got there, hoping he would ask her while
they strolled among the sailboats, eating shrimp from a paper cone.SOMETHING HAPPENED.
All I remember is that the winds had started. The skeleton rattlings of wind in the palms. It was a
night Barry said he would come at nine, but then it was eleven and he hadn’t arrived. My mother
played her Peruvian flute tape to soothe her nerves, Irish harp music, Bulgarian singers, but
nothing worked. The calming, chiming tones ill suited her temper. Her gestures were anxious
and unfinished.“Let’s go for a swim,” I said.“I can’t,” she said. “He might call.”Finally, she flipped
out the tape and replaced it with one of Barry’s, a jazz tape by Chet Baker, romantic, the kind of
music she always hated before.“Cocktail lounge music. For people to cry into their beer with,”
she said. “But I don’t have any beer.”He went out of town on assignments for different
magazines. He canceled their dates. My mother couldn’t sleep, she jumped whenever the phone
rang. I hated to see the look on her face when it wasn’t Barry. A tone I’d never heard crept into
her voice, serrated, like the edge of a saw.I didn’t understand how this could happen, how he
could give us fireworks and Catalina, how he could hold that cold cloth to my forehead, and talk



about taking us to Bali, and then forget our address.ONE AFTERNOON, we stopped by his
house unannounced.“He’s going to be mad,” I said.“We were just in the neighborhood. Just
thought we’d stop by,” she said.I could no more keep her from doing this than I could keep the
sun from coming up through the boiled smog on an August morning, but I didn’t want to see it. I
waited in the car. She knocked on the door and he answered wearing a seersucker bathrobe. I
didn’t have to hear her to know what she was saying. She wore her blue gauze dress, the hot
wind ruffling her hem, the sun at her back, turning it transparent. He stood in his doorway,
blocking it, and she held her head to one side, moving closer, touching her hair. I felt a rubber
band stretching in my brain, tighter and tighter, until they disappeared into his house.I played the
radio, classical music. I couldn’t stand to hear anything with words. I imagined my own ice-blue
eyes looking at some man, telling him to go away, that I was busy. “You’re not my type,” I said
coolly into the rearview mirror.A half hour later she reappeared, stumbling out to the car, tripping
over a sprinkler, as if she were blind. She got in and sat behind the steering wheel and rocked
back and forth, her mouth open in a square, but there was no sound. My mother was crying. It
was the final impossibility.“He has a date,” she finally said, whispering, her voice like there were
hands around her throat. “He made love with me, and then said I had to leave. Because he has a
date.”I knew we shouldn’t have come. Now I wished she’d never broken any of her rules. I
understood why she held to them so hard. Once you broke the first one, they all broke, one by
one, like firecrackers exploding in your face in a parking lot on the Fourth of July.I was afraid to
let her drive like this, with her eyes wild, seeing nothing. She’d kill us before we got three blocks.
But she didn’t start the car. She sat there, staring through the windshield, rocking herself,
holding herself around her waist.A few minutes later, a car pulled up in the driveway, a new-
model sports car, the top down, a blond girl driving. She was very young and wore a short skirt.
She leaned over to get her bag out of the backseat.“She’s not as pretty as you,” I said.“But she’s
a simpler girl,” my mother whispered bitterly.KIT LEANED on the counter in the production room,
her magenta lips a wolf’s stained smile.“Ingrid, guess who I saw last night at the Virgins,” she
said, her high voice breathless with malice. “Our old friend Barry Kolker.” She stage-sighed.
“With some cheap little blond half his age. Men have such short memories, don’t they?” Her
nostrils twitched as she stifled a laugh.At lunchtime, my mother told me to take everything I
wanted, art supplies, stationery. We were leaving and we weren’t coming back.3“I SHOULD
SHAVE my head,” she said. “Paint my face with ashes.”Her eyes were strange, circled dark like
bruises, and her hair was greasy and lank. She lay on her bed, or stared at herself in the mirror.
“How can I shed tears for a man I should never have allowed to touch me in any way?”She didn’t
go back to work. She wouldn’t leave the darkened apartment except to go down to the pool,
where she sat for hours watching the reflections in the shimmering blue, or swam silently
underwater like a fish in an aquarium. It was time for me to go back to school. But I couldn’t leave
her alone, not when she was like this. She might not be there when I returned. So we stayed in,
eating all the canned food in the apartment, then we were eating rice and oatmeal.“What do I
do?” I asked Michael as he fed me cheese and sardines at his battered coffee table. The TV



news showed fires burning on the Angeles Crest.Michael shook his head, at me, at the line of
firemen straddling the hillside. “Honey, this is what happens when you fall in love. You’re looking
at a natural disaster.”I vowed I would never fall in love. I hoped Barry died a slow lingering death
for what he was doing to my mother.A RED MOON rose over downtown, red from the fires
burning to the north and out in Malibu. It was the season of fire, and we were trapped in the heart
of the burning landscape. Ashes floated in the pool. We sat on the roof in the burnt wind.“This
ragged heart,” she said, pulling at her kimono. “I should rip it out and bury it for compost.”I wished
I could touch her, but she was inside her own isolation booth, like on Miss America. She couldn’t
hear me through the glass.She doubled over, pressing her forearms against her chest, pressing
the air out of herself. “I press it within my body,” she said. “As the earth presses a lump of
prehistoric dung in heat and crushing weight deep under the ground. I hate him. Hate. I hate
him.” She whispered this last, but ferociously. “A jewel is forming inside my body. No, it’s not my
heart. This is harder, cold and clean. I wrap myself around this new jewel, cradle it within
me.”The next morning she got up. She took a shower, went to the market. And I thought things
were going to be better now. She called Marlene and asked if she could come back to work. It
was shipping week and they needed her desperately. She dropped me at school, to start the
eighth grade at Le Conte Junior High. As if nothing had ever happened. And I thought it was
over.It was not over. She began to follow Barry, as he had followed her in the beginning. She
went everywhere he might be, hunting him so that she could polish her hatred on the sight of
him.“My hatred gives me strength,” she said.She took Marlene to lunch at his favorite restaurant,
where they found him eating at the bar, and she smiled at him. He pretended he didn’t notice
her, but he kept touching his face along the jaw. “Searching for acne that was no longer there,”
she told me that night. “The force of my gaze threatened to call it back into being.”She seemed
so happy, and I didn’t know which was worse, this or before, when she wanted to shave her
head.We shopped at his market, driving miles out of our way to meet him over the cantaloupes.
We browsed at his favorite music store. We went to book signings for books written by his
friends.SHE CAME HOME one night after three. It was a school night but I’d stayed up watching
a white hunter movie starring Stewart Granger on cable. Michael was passed out on the couch.
The hot winds tested the windows like burglars looking for a way in. Finally I went home and fell
asleep on my mother’s bed, dreaming about carrying supplies on my head through the jungle,
the white hunter nowhere to be seen.She sat on the edge of the bed and took off her shoes. “I
found him. A party at Gracie Kelleher’s. We crossed paths by the diving board.” She lay down
next to me, whispering in my ear. “He and a chubby redhead in a transparent blouse were having
a little tête-à-tête. He got up and grabbed me by the arm.” She pushed up her sleeve and
showed me the marks on her arm, angry, red.“‘Are you following me?’ he hissed. I could have cut
his throat right there. ‘I don’t have to follow you,’ I replied. ‘I can read your mind. I know every
move you make. I know your future, Barry, and it doesn’t look good.’ ‘I want you to leave,’ he said.
I smiled. ‘I’m sure you do.’ I could see his red flush even in the dark. ‘It’s not going to work,’ he
said. ‘I’m warning you, Ingrid, it’s not going to work.’” My mother laughed, her arms twined behind



her head. “He doesn’t understand. It’s already working.”A SATURDAY AFTERNOON, hot and
scented with fire, a parched sky. The time of year you couldn’t even go to the beach because of
the toxic red tide, the time when the city dropped to its knees like ancient Sodom, praying for
redemption. We sat in the car down the block from Barry’s house, under a carob tree. I hated the
way she watched his house, her calm that was not even sane, like a patient hawk on top of a
lightning-struck tree. But there was no point in trying to convince her to go home. She no longer
spoke the language I did. I broke a carob pod under my nose and smelled the musky scent and
pretended I was waiting for my father, a plumber inspecting some pipes in this small brick house
with its dandelion-dotted lawn, its leaded picture window with a lamp in it.Then Barry came out,
wearing Bermuda shorts and a T-shirt that said Local Motion, funky little John Lennon
sunglasses, his hair in its ponytail. He got in the old gold Lincoln and drove away. “Come on,” my
mother said. She put on a pair of white cotton gloves, the kind the photo editor used when he
handled stills, and threw me a pair. I didn’t want to go with her but didn’t want to be left in the car
either, so I went.We walked up the path to his house as if we belonged there, and my mother
reached into the Balinese spirit house he kept on the porch and pulled out a key. Inside, I was
seized again by the sadness of what had happened, the finality. Once I had thought I might even
live there, with the big wayang kulit puppets, batik pillows, and dragon kites hanging from the
ceiling. His statues of Shiva and Parvati in their eternal embrace hadn’t bothered me before,
when I thought he and my mother would be like that, that it would last forever and engender a
new universe. But now I hated them.My mother turned on his computer at the great carved desk.
The machine whirred. She typed something in and all the things on the screen disappeared. I
understood why she did it. At that moment I knew why people tagged graffiti on the walls of neat
little houses and scratched the paint on new cars and beat up well-tended children. It was only
natural to want to destroy something you could never have. She took a horseshoe magnet from
her purse and wiped it over all his floppy diskettes marked “backup.”“I almost feel sorry for him,”
she said as she turned the computer off. “But not quite.”She took her X-acto knife and selected a
shirt from his closet, his favorite brown shirt. “How right he should wear clothing the color of
excrement.” She laid it on the bed and slashed it into fringe. Then she tucked a white oleander
into a buttonhole.SOMEONE WAS pounding on our door. She looked up from a new poem she
was writing. She wrote all the time now. “Do you think he lost something valuable on that hard
disk? Maybe a collection of essays due at the publisher this fall?” It frightened me, watching the
door jump on its hinges. I thought of the marks on my mother’s arms. Barry wasn’t a brutal
person, but everyone has a limit. If he got in, she was dead.But my mother didn’t seem upset. In
fact, the harder he pounded, the happier she looked, pink-cheeked, bright-eyed. She had
brought him back to her. She got out the folding knife from her pencil can and unfolded it against
her thigh. We could hear him screaming, crying, his velvet voice rubbed threadbare. “I’m going to
kill you, Ingrid, so help me God.”The pounding stopped. My mother listened, holding the knife
open against the white silk of her robe. Suddenly he was on the other side of the apartment,
pounding on the windows, we could see him, his face distorted with rage, huge and terrifying in



the oleanders. I shrank back against the wall, but my mother just stood in the center of the room,
gleaming, like a grassfire.“I’m going to kill you!” he screamed.“So helpless in his fury,” my mother
said to me. “Impotent, one might say.”He broke a windowpane. I could tell he hadn’t intended to
because he hesitated, and then, in a sudden burst of courage, he thrust his arm through the
window and fumbled for the latch. She crossed the room faster than I could have believed
possible, lifted her arm and stabbed him in the hand. The knife struck home. She had to jerk it
out, and his arm raced back through the hole in the window. “You bloody bitch!” he was
screaming.I wanted to hide, to stop up my ears, but I couldn’t stop watching. This was how love
and passion ended. The lights were going on in the next building.“My neighbors are calling the
police,” she said out the broken window. “You better go.”He stumbled away, and in a moment we
heard him kick the front door. “You fucking cunt. You won’t get away with this. You can’t do this to
me.”She threw open the front door then, and stood there in her white kimono, his blood on her
knife. “You don’t know what I can do,” she said softly.AFTER THAT NIGHT, she couldn’t find him
anymore, at the Virgins or Barney’s, at parties or club dates. He changed his locks. We had to
use a metal pasteup ruler to open a window. This time she put a sprig of oleander in his milk,
another in his oyster sauce, in his cottage cheese. She stuck one in his toothpaste. She made an
arrangement of white oleanders in a hand-blown vase on his coffee table, and scattered blooms
on his bed.I was torn. He deserved to be punished, but now she had crossed over some line.
This wasn’t revenge. She’d had her revenge, she had won, but it was like she didn’t even know it.
She was drifting outside the limit of all reason, where the next stop was light-years away through
nothing but darkness. How lovingly she arranged the dark leaves, the white blooms.A POLICE
OFFICER showed up at our apartment. The officer, Inspector Ramirez, informed her that Barry
was accusing her of breaking and entering and of trying to poison him. She was completely
calm. “Barry is terribly angry with me,” she said, posing in the doorway, her arms crossed. “I
ended our relationship several weeks ago, and he just can’t let go of it. He’s obsessed with me.
He even tried to break into this apartment. This is my daughter, Astrid, she can tell you what
happened.”I shrugged. I didn’t like this. It was going way too far.My mother kept going without
missing a comma. “The neighbors even called the police that night. You must have a record of it.
And now he’s accusing me of breaking into his house? That poor man, really, he’s not all that
attractive, it must be hard for him.”Her hatred glittered irresistibly. I could see it, the jewel, it was
sapphire, it was the cold lakes of Norway. Oh Inspector Ramirez, her eyes said, you’re a good-
looking man, how could you understand someone as desperate as Barry Kolker?After he left,
how she laughed.THE NEXT TIME we saw Barry was at the Rose Bowl Flea Market, where he
liked to shop for ugly gag gifts for his friends. My mother wore a hat that dappled her face with
light. He saw her and turned away quickly, fear plain as billboards, but then he thought again,
turned back, smiled at us.“A change of tactic,” she whispered. “Here he comes.”He walked right
over to us, a papier-mâché Oscar in his hands. “Congratulations on your performance with
Ramirez,” he said, and held it out to her. “Best actress of the year.”“I don’t know what you mean,”
my mother said. She was holding my hand, squeezing it too tight, but her face was smiling and



relaxed.“Sure you do,” he said. He tucked Oscar under his arm. “But that’s not why I came over. I
thought we could bury the hatchet. Look, I’ll admit I went too far calling the cops. I know I was an
asshole, but for Christ’s sake, you tried to destroy the better part of a year’s work. Of course my
agent had a preliminary draft, thank God, but even so. Why don’t we just call it a draw?”My
mother smiled, shifted to the other foot. She was waiting for him to do something, say
something.“It’s not like I don’t respect you as a person,” he said. “And as a writer. We all know
you’re a great poet. I’ve even talked you up at some of the magazines. Can’t we move on to the
next phase now, and be friends?”She bit her lip as if she was seriously considering what he was
saying, while all the while she poked the center of my palm with her nail until I thought it would
go right through my hand. Finally she said in her low rich voice, “Sure we can. Well, why
not.”They shook hands on it. He looked a little suspicious but relieved as he went back to his
bargain hunting. And I thought, he still didn’t know her at all.We showed up at his house that
night. He had bars on all the windows now. She stroked his new security door with the pads of
her fingers like it was fur. “Taste his fear. It tastes just like champagne. Cold and crisp and
absolutely without sweetness.”She rang the bell. He opened the inner door, gazed at us through
the security mesh. Smiled uncertainly. The wind rippled through the silk of her dress, through her
moon-pale hair. She held up the bottle of Riesling she’d brought. “Seeing we’re friends and
all.”“Ingrid, I can’t let you in,” he said.She smiled, slid her finger down one of the bars, flirting.
“Now is that any way to treat a friend?”WE SWAM in the hot aquamarine of the pool late at night,
in the clatter of palms and the twinkle of the new-scoured sky. My mother floated on her back,
humming to herself. “God, I love this.” She splashed gently with her fingers, letting her body drift
in a slow circle. “Isn’t it funny. I’m enjoying my hatred so much more than I ever enjoyed love.
Love is temperamental. Tiring. It makes demands. Love uses you. Changes its mind.” Her eyes
were closed. Beads of water decorated her face, and her hair spread out from her head like
jellyfish tendrils. “But hatred, now. That’s something you can use. Sculpt. Wield. It’s hard or soft,
however you need it. Love humiliates you, but hatred cradles you. It’s so soothing. I feel infinitely
better now.”“I’m glad,” I said. I was glad she felt happier, but I didn’t like the kind of happiness it
was, I didn’t believe in it, I believed it would crack open sooner or later and terrible things would
come flying out.WE DROVE down to Tijuana. We didn’t stop to buy piñatas or crepe paper
flowers or earrings or purses. She kept looking at a scrap of paper in her hand as we wandered
around the side streets past the burros painted like zebras and the tiny Indian women begging
with their children. I gave them my change until it was all gone, and chewed the stale gum they
gave me. She paid no attention. Then she found what she was looking for, a pharmacy, just like a
pharmacy in L.A., brightly lit, the pharmacist in a white coat.“Por favor, tiene usted DMSO?” she
asked.“You have arthritis?” he asked in easy English.“Yes,” she said. “As a matter of fact. A friend
of mine told me you carry it.”“What size would you like?” He pulled out three bottles, one the size
of a bottle of vanilla, one the same as nail polish remover, and the largest like a bottle of vinegar.
She chose the big one.“How much?”“Eighty dollars, miss.”“Eighty.” My mother hesitated. Eighty
dollars was food money for two weeks, eighty dollars was two months’ worth of gas for the car.



What could be worth eighty dollars, that we drove down to Tijuana to buy?“Let’s go,” I said. “Let’s
get in the car and just drive. Let’s go to La Paz.”She looked at me. I’d caught her by surprise, so I
kept talking, thinking maybe I could get us back onto some planet I recognized. “We could take
the first ferry in the morning. Can’t we just do that? Drive to Jalisco. San Miguel de Allende. We
could close our accounts, have the money wired to the American Express, and just keep
going.”How easy it could be. She knew where all the gas stations were from here to Panama, the
cheap grand hotels with high ceilings and carved wooden headboards just off the main plazas.
In three days we could put a thousand miles between us and this bottle of disaster. “You always
liked it down there. You never wanted to come back to the States.”For an instant, I had her. I
knew she was remembering the years we had spent down there, her lovers, the color of the sea.
But it wasn’t a strong enough spell, I wasn’t a word spinner like her, not good enough, and the
image faded, returning to the screen of her obsession: Barry and the blond, Barry and the
redhead, Barry in a seersucker bathrobe.“Too late,” she said. She pulled out her wallet, counted
four twenties onto the counter.AT NIGHT she began cooking things in the kitchen, things too
strange to mention. She steeped oleander in boiling water, and the roots of a vine with white
trumpet flowers that glowed like faces. She soaked a plant collected in moonlight from the
neighbors’ fence, with little heart-shaped flowers. Then she cooked the water down; the whole
kitchen smelled like green and rotting leaves. She threw out pounds of the wet spinach-green
stuff into somebody else’s dumpster. She wasn’t talking to me anymore. She sat on the roof and
talked to the moon.“WHAT’S DMSO?” I asked Michael one night when she had gone out. He
was drinking scotch, real Johnnie Walker, celebrating because he’d gotten a job at the Music
Center in Macbeth, though he couldn’t call it that, it was bad luck. All the witches and stuff. You
were supposed to call it the Scottish play. Michael was taking no chances, it had been a year
since he’d done anything but Books on Tape.“People use it for arthritis,” he said.I leafed through
a Variety and tried to ask casually, “Is it dangerous?”“Completely harmless,” he said. He raised
his glass and examined the amber liquor, then sipped slowly, his eyes closing in satisfaction.I
hadn’t expected good news. “What’s it for, then?”“It helps drugs absorb through your skin. That’s
how the nicotine patch works, and those seasickness patches. You put it on and the DMSO lets
it get through your skin into the bloodstream. Marvelous stuff. I remember when they used to
worry that hippies would mix it with LSD and paint the doorknobs of public buildings.” He
laughed into his drink. “As if anybody would waste their acid on a bunch of straights.”I LOOKED
for the bottle of DMSO. I couldn’t find it anywhere. I looked under the kitchen sink and in the
bathroom, in the drawers—there just weren’t many places to hide things in our apartment, and
anyway, hiding things wasn’t my mother’s style. I waited up for her. She came back late, with a
handsome young man whose dark curls trailed halfway down his back. She held his hand.“This
is Jesus,” she said. “He’s a poet. My daughter, Astrid.”“Hi,” I said. “Mom, can I talk to you for a
second?”“You should be in bed,” she said. “I’ll be right back.” She smiled at Jesus, let go of his
hand, and walked me out onto the screen porch. She looked beautiful again, no circles under
her eyes, hair like falling water.I lay down in my bed and she covered me with a sheet, stroked



my face. “Mom, what happened to that stuff from Mexico?”She just kept smiling, but her eyes
told me everything.“Don’t do it,” I said.She kissed me and stroked my hair with her cool hand,
always cool, despite the heat, despite the wind and the fires, and then she was gone.THE NEXT
DAY I called Barry’s number.“Tunnel of Love,” a girl answered, stoned, giggling. I heard his voice,
velvet, in the background. Then he came on the line. “Hello?”I was going to warn him, but now all
I could remember was my mother’s face when she came out of his house that day. The way she
rocked, the square of her mouth. Anyway, what could I tell him—don’t touch anything, don’t eat
anything, watch out? He was already suspicious of her. If I told him, they might arrest her, and I
would not hurt my mother, not for Barry Kolker and his screwing Shivas. He deserved it. He had
it coming.“Hello,” he said, as she said something and laughed, stupidly. “Well, fuck you too,” he
said, and hung up.I didn’t call again.WE SAT ON the roof and watched the moon, red and huge
in the ash-laden air, hovering over the city laid out like a Ouija board. All around us was a Greek
chorus of sirens, while my mother’s mad low voice murmured, “They can’t touch us. We’re the
Vikings. We go into battle without armor for the flush and the blood of it.” She leaned down and
kissed my head, smelling of metal and smoke.The hot wind blew and blew and would not
stop.3“I SHOULD SHAVE my head,” she said. “Paint my face with ashes.”Her eyes were strange,
circled dark like bruises, and her hair was greasy and lank. She lay on her bed, or stared at
herself in the mirror. “How can I shed tears for a man I should never have allowed to touch me in
any way?”She didn’t go back to work. She wouldn’t leave the darkened apartment except to go
down to the pool, where she sat for hours watching the reflections in the shimmering blue, or
swam silently underwater like a fish in an aquarium. It was time for me to go back to school. But I
couldn’t leave her alone, not when she was like this. She might not be there when I returned. So
we stayed in, eating all the canned food in the apartment, then we were eating rice and
oatmeal.“What do I do?” I asked Michael as he fed me cheese and sardines at his battered
coffee table. The TV news showed fires burning on the Angeles Crest.Michael shook his head,
at me, at the line of firemen straddling the hillside. “Honey, this is what happens when you fall in
love. You’re looking at a natural disaster.”I vowed I would never fall in love. I hoped Barry died a
slow lingering death for what he was doing to my mother.A RED MOON rose over downtown,
red from the fires burning to the north and out in Malibu. It was the season of fire, and we were
trapped in the heart of the burning landscape. Ashes floated in the pool. We sat on the roof in the
burnt wind.“This ragged heart,” she said, pulling at her kimono. “I should rip it out and bury it for
compost.”I wished I could touch her, but she was inside her own isolation booth, like on Miss
America. She couldn’t hear me through the glass.She doubled over, pressing her forearms
against her chest, pressing the air out of herself. “I press it within my body,” she said. “As the
earth presses a lump of prehistoric dung in heat and crushing weight deep under the ground. I
hate him. Hate. I hate him.” She whispered this last, but ferociously. “A jewel is forming inside my
body. No, it’s not my heart. This is harder, cold and clean. I wrap myself around this new jewel,
cradle it within me.”The next morning she got up. She took a shower, went to the market. And I
thought things were going to be better now. She called Marlene and asked if she could come



back to work. It was shipping week and they needed her desperately. She dropped me at school,
to start the eighth grade at Le Conte Junior High. As if nothing had ever happened. And I thought
it was over.It was not over. She began to follow Barry, as he had followed her in the beginning.
She went everywhere he might be, hunting him so that she could polish her hatred on the sight
of him.“My hatred gives me strength,” she said.She took Marlene to lunch at his favorite
restaurant, where they found him eating at the bar, and she smiled at him. He pretended he
didn’t notice her, but he kept touching his face along the jaw. “Searching for acne that was no
longer there,” she told me that night. “The force of my gaze threatened to call it back into
being.”She seemed so happy, and I didn’t know which was worse, this or before, when she
wanted to shave her head.We shopped at his market, driving miles out of our way to meet him
over the cantaloupes. We browsed at his favorite music store. We went to book signings for
books written by his friends.SHE CAME HOME one night after three. It was a school night but I’d
stayed up watching a white hunter movie starring Stewart Granger on cable. Michael was
passed out on the couch. The hot winds tested the windows like burglars looking for a way in.
Finally I went home and fell asleep on my mother’s bed, dreaming about carrying supplies on my
head through the jungle, the white hunter nowhere to be seen.She sat on the edge of the bed
and took off her shoes. “I found him. A party at Gracie Kelleher’s. We crossed paths by the diving
board.” She lay down next to me, whispering in my ear. “He and a chubby redhead in a
transparent blouse were having a little tête-à-tête. He got up and grabbed me by the arm.” She
pushed up her sleeve and showed me the marks on her arm, angry, red.“‘Are you following me?’
he hissed. I could have cut his throat right there. ‘I don’t have to follow you,’ I replied. ‘I can read
your mind. I know every move you make. I know your future, Barry, and it doesn’t look good.’ ‘I
want you to leave,’ he said. I smiled. ‘I’m sure you do.’ I could see his red flush even in the dark.
‘It’s not going to work,’ he said. ‘I’m warning you, Ingrid, it’s not going to work.’” My mother
laughed, her arms twined behind her head. “He doesn’t understand. It’s already working.”A
SATURDAY AFTERNOON, hot and scented with fire, a parched sky. The time of year you
couldn’t even go to the beach because of the toxic red tide, the time when the city dropped to its
knees like ancient Sodom, praying for redemption. We sat in the car down the block from Barry’s
house, under a carob tree. I hated the way she watched his house, her calm that was not even
sane, like a patient hawk on top of a lightning-struck tree. But there was no point in trying to
convince her to go home. She no longer spoke the language I did. I broke a carob pod under my
nose and smelled the musky scent and pretended I was waiting for my father, a plumber
inspecting some pipes in this small brick house with its dandelion-dotted lawn, its leaded picture
window with a lamp in it.Then Barry came out, wearing Bermuda shorts and a T-shirt that said
Local Motion, funky little John Lennon sunglasses, his hair in its ponytail. He got in the old gold
Lincoln and drove away. “Come on,” my mother said. She put on a pair of white cotton gloves, the
kind the photo editor used when he handled stills, and threw me a pair. I didn’t want to go with
her but didn’t want to be left in the car either, so I went.We walked up the path to his house as if
we belonged there, and my mother reached into the Balinese spirit house he kept on the porch



and pulled out a key. Inside, I was seized again by the sadness of what had happened, the
finality. Once I had thought I might even live there, with the big wayang kulit puppets, batik
pillows, and dragon kites hanging from the ceiling. His statues of Shiva and Parvati in their
eternal embrace hadn’t bothered me before, when I thought he and my mother would be like
that, that it would last forever and engender a new universe. But now I hated them.My mother
turned on his computer at the great carved desk. The machine whirred. She typed something in
and all the things on the screen disappeared. I understood why she did it. At that moment I knew
why people tagged graffiti on the walls of neat little houses and scratched the paint on new cars
and beat up well-tended children. It was only natural to want to destroy something you could
never have. She took a horseshoe magnet from her purse and wiped it over all his floppy
diskettes marked “backup.”“I almost feel sorry for him,” she said as she turned the computer off.
“But not quite.”She took her X-acto knife and selected a shirt from his closet, his favorite brown
shirt. “How right he should wear clothing the color of excrement.” She laid it on the bed and
slashed it into fringe. Then she tucked a white oleander into a buttonhole.SOMEONE WAS
pounding on our door. She looked up from a new poem she was writing. She wrote all the time
now. “Do you think he lost something valuable on that hard disk? Maybe a collection of essays
due at the publisher this fall?” It frightened me, watching the door jump on its hinges. I thought of
the marks on my mother’s arms. Barry wasn’t a brutal person, but everyone has a limit. If he got
in, she was dead.But my mother didn’t seem upset. In fact, the harder he pounded, the happier
she looked, pink-cheeked, bright-eyed. She had brought him back to her. She got out the folding
knife from her pencil can and unfolded it against her thigh. We could hear him screaming, crying,
his velvet voice rubbed threadbare. “I’m going to kill you, Ingrid, so help me God.”The pounding
stopped. My mother listened, holding the knife open against the white silk of her robe. Suddenly
he was on the other side of the apartment, pounding on the windows, we could see him, his face
distorted with rage, huge and terrifying in the oleanders. I shrank back against the wall, but my
mother just stood in the center of the room, gleaming, like a grassfire.“I’m going to kill you!” he
screamed.“So helpless in his fury,” my mother said to me. “Impotent, one might say.”He broke a
windowpane. I could tell he hadn’t intended to because he hesitated, and then, in a sudden
burst of courage, he thrust his arm through the window and fumbled for the latch. She crossed
the room faster than I could have believed possible, lifted her arm and stabbed him in the hand.
The knife struck home. She had to jerk it out, and his arm raced back through the hole in the
window. “You bloody bitch!” he was screaming.I wanted to hide, to stop up my ears, but I couldn’t
stop watching. This was how love and passion ended. The lights were going on in the next
building.“My neighbors are calling the police,” she said out the broken window. “You better
go.”He stumbled away, and in a moment we heard him kick the front door. “You fucking cunt. You
won’t get away with this. You can’t do this to me.”She threw open the front door then, and stood
there in her white kimono, his blood on her knife. “You don’t know what I can do,” she said
softly.AFTER THAT NIGHT, she couldn’t find him anymore, at the Virgins or Barney’s, at parties
or club dates. He changed his locks. We had to use a metal pasteup ruler to open a window. This



time she put a sprig of oleander in his milk, another in his oyster sauce, in his cottage cheese.
She stuck one in his toothpaste. She made an arrangement of white oleanders in a hand-blown
vase on his coffee table, and scattered blooms on his bed.I was torn. He deserved to be
punished, but now she had crossed over some line. This wasn’t revenge. She’d had her revenge,
she had won, but it was like she didn’t even know it. She was drifting outside the limit of all
reason, where the next stop was light-years away through nothing but darkness. How lovingly
she arranged the dark leaves, the white blooms.A POLICE OFFICER showed up at our
apartment. The officer, Inspector Ramirez, informed her that Barry was accusing her of breaking
and entering and of trying to poison him. She was completely calm. “Barry is terribly angry with
me,” she said, posing in the doorway, her arms crossed. “I ended our relationship several weeks
ago, and he just can’t let go of it. He’s obsessed with me. He even tried to break into this
apartment. This is my daughter, Astrid, she can tell you what happened.”I shrugged. I didn’t like
this. It was going way too far.My mother kept going without missing a comma. “The neighbors
even called the police that night. You must have a record of it. And now he’s accusing me of
breaking into his house? That poor man, really, he’s not all that attractive, it must be hard for
him.”Her hatred glittered irresistibly. I could see it, the jewel, it was sapphire, it was the cold lakes
of Norway. Oh Inspector Ramirez, her eyes said, you’re a good-looking man, how could you
understand someone as desperate as Barry Kolker?After he left, how she laughed.THE NEXT
TIME we saw Barry was at the Rose Bowl Flea Market, where he liked to shop for ugly gag gifts
for his friends. My mother wore a hat that dappled her face with light. He saw her and turned
away quickly, fear plain as billboards, but then he thought again, turned back, smiled at us.“A
change of tactic,” she whispered. “Here he comes.”He walked right over to us, a papier-mâché
Oscar in his hands. “Congratulations on your performance with Ramirez,” he said, and held it out
to her. “Best actress of the year.”“I don’t know what you mean,” my mother said. She was holding
my hand, squeezing it too tight, but her face was smiling and relaxed.“Sure you do,” he said. He
tucked Oscar under his arm. “But that’s not why I came over. I thought we could bury the hatchet.
Look, I’ll admit I went too far calling the cops. I know I was an asshole, but for Christ’s sake, you
tried to destroy the better part of a year’s work. Of course my agent had a preliminary draft, thank
God, but even so. Why don’t we just call it a draw?”My mother smiled, shifted to the other foot.
She was waiting for him to do something, say something.“It’s not like I don’t respect you as a
person,” he said. “And as a writer. We all know you’re a great poet. I’ve even talked you up at
some of the magazines. Can’t we move on to the next phase now, and be friends?”She bit her lip
as if she was seriously considering what he was saying, while all the while she poked the center
of my palm with her nail until I thought it would go right through my hand. Finally she said in her
low rich voice, “Sure we can. Well, why not.”They shook hands on it. He looked a little suspicious
but relieved as he went back to his bargain hunting. And I thought, he still didn’t know her at
all.We showed up at his house that night. He had bars on all the windows now. She stroked his
new security door with the pads of her fingers like it was fur. “Taste his fear. It tastes just like
champagne. Cold and crisp and absolutely without sweetness.”She rang the bell. He opened the



inner door, gazed at us through the security mesh. Smiled uncertainly. The wind rippled through
the silk of her dress, through her moon-pale hair. She held up the bottle of Riesling she’d
brought. “Seeing we’re friends and all.”“Ingrid, I can’t let you in,” he said.She smiled, slid her
finger down one of the bars, flirting. “Now is that any way to treat a friend?”WE SWAM in the hot
aquamarine of the pool late at night, in the clatter of palms and the twinkle of the new-scoured
sky. My mother floated on her back, humming to herself. “God, I love this.” She splashed gently
with her fingers, letting her body drift in a slow circle. “Isn’t it funny. I’m enjoying my hatred so
much more than I ever enjoyed love. Love is temperamental. Tiring. It makes demands. Love
uses you. Changes its mind.” Her eyes were closed. Beads of water decorated her face, and her
hair spread out from her head like jellyfish tendrils. “But hatred, now. That’s something you can
use. Sculpt. Wield. It’s hard or soft, however you need it. Love humiliates you, but hatred cradles
you. It’s so soothing. I feel infinitely better now.”“I’m glad,” I said. I was glad she felt happier, but I
didn’t like the kind of happiness it was, I didn’t believe in it, I believed it would crack open sooner
or later and terrible things would come flying out.WE DROVE down to Tijuana. We didn’t stop to
buy piñatas or crepe paper flowers or earrings or purses. She kept looking at a scrap of paper in
her hand as we wandered around the side streets past the burros painted like zebras and the
tiny Indian women begging with their children. I gave them my change until it was all gone, and
chewed the stale gum they gave me. She paid no attention. Then she found what she was
looking for, a pharmacy, just like a pharmacy in L.A., brightly lit, the pharmacist in a white
coat.“Por favor, tiene usted DMSO?” she asked.“You have arthritis?” he asked in easy
English.“Yes,” she said. “As a matter of fact. A friend of mine told me you carry it.”“What size
would you like?” He pulled out three bottles, one the size of a bottle of vanilla, one the same as
nail polish remover, and the largest like a bottle of vinegar. She chose the big one.“How
much?”“Eighty dollars, miss.”“Eighty.” My mother hesitated. Eighty dollars was food money for
two weeks, eighty dollars was two months’ worth of gas for the car. What could be worth eighty
dollars, that we drove down to Tijuana to buy?“Let’s go,” I said. “Let’s get in the car and just drive.
Let’s go to La Paz.”She looked at me. I’d caught her by surprise, so I kept talking, thinking maybe
I could get us back onto some planet I recognized. “We could take the first ferry in the morning.
Can’t we just do that? Drive to Jalisco. San Miguel de Allende. We could close our accounts,
have the money wired to the American Express, and just keep going.”How easy it could be. She
knew where all the gas stations were from here to Panama, the cheap grand hotels with high
ceilings and carved wooden headboards just off the main plazas. In three days we could put a
thousand miles between us and this bottle of disaster. “You always liked it down there. You never
wanted to come back to the States.”For an instant, I had her. I knew she was remembering the
years we had spent down there, her lovers, the color of the sea. But it wasn’t a strong enough
spell, I wasn’t a word spinner like her, not good enough, and the image faded, returning to the
screen of her obsession: Barry and the blond, Barry and the redhead, Barry in a seersucker
bathrobe.“Too late,” she said. She pulled out her wallet, counted four twenties onto the
counter.AT NIGHT she began cooking things in the kitchen, things too strange to mention. She



steeped oleander in boiling water, and the roots of a vine with white trumpet flowers that glowed
like faces. She soaked a plant collected in moonlight from the neighbors’ fence, with little heart-
shaped flowers. Then she cooked the water down; the whole kitchen smelled like green and
rotting leaves. She threw out pounds of the wet spinach-green stuff into somebody else’s
dumpster. She wasn’t talking to me anymore. She sat on the roof and talked to the
moon.“WHAT’S DMSO?” I asked Michael one night when she had gone out. He was drinking
scotch, real Johnnie Walker, celebrating because he’d gotten a job at the Music Center in
Macbeth, though he couldn’t call it that, it was bad luck. All the witches and stuff. You were
supposed to call it the Scottish play. Michael was taking no chances, it had been a year since
he’d done anything but Books on Tape.“People use it for arthritis,” he said.I leafed through a
Variety and tried to ask casually, “Is it dangerous?”“Completely harmless,” he said. He raised his
glass and examined the amber liquor, then sipped slowly, his eyes closing in satisfaction.I hadn’t
expected good news. “What’s it for, then?”“It helps drugs absorb through your skin. That’s how
the nicotine patch works, and those seasickness patches. You put it on and the DMSO lets it get
through your skin into the bloodstream. Marvelous stuff. I remember when they used to worry
that hippies would mix it with LSD and paint the doorknobs of public buildings.” He laughed into
his drink. “As if anybody would waste their acid on a bunch of straights.”I LOOKED for the bottle
of DMSO. I couldn’t find it anywhere. I looked under the kitchen sink and in the bathroom, in the
drawers—there just weren’t many places to hide things in our apartment, and anyway, hiding
things wasn’t my mother’s style. I waited up for her. She came back late, with a handsome young
man whose dark curls trailed halfway down his back. She held his hand.“This is Jesus,” she said.
“He’s a poet. My daughter, Astrid.”“Hi,” I said. “Mom, can I talk to you for a second?”“You should
be in bed,” she said. “I’ll be right back.” She smiled at Jesus, let go of his hand, and walked me
out onto the screen porch. She looked beautiful again, no circles under her eyes, hair like falling
water.I lay down in my bed and she covered me with a sheet, stroked my face. “Mom, what
happened to that stuff from Mexico?”She just kept smiling, but her eyes told me
everything.“Don’t do it,” I said.She kissed me and stroked my hair with her cool hand, always
cool, despite the heat, despite the wind and the fires, and then she was gone.THE NEXT DAY I
called Barry’s number.“Tunnel of Love,” a girl answered, stoned, giggling. I heard his voice,
velvet, in the background. Then he came on the line. “Hello?”I was going to warn him, but now all
I could remember was my mother’s face when she came out of his house that day. The way she
rocked, the square of her mouth. Anyway, what could I tell him—don’t touch anything, don’t eat
anything, watch out? He was already suspicious of her. If I told him, they might arrest her, and I
would not hurt my mother, not for Barry Kolker and his screwing Shivas. He deserved it. He had
it coming.“Hello,” he said, as she said something and laughed, stupidly. “Well, fuck you too,” he
said, and hung up.I didn’t call again.WE SAT ON the roof and watched the moon, red and huge
in the ash-laden air, hovering over the city laid out like a Ouija board. All around us was a Greek
chorus of sirens, while my mother’s mad low voice murmured, “They can’t touch us. We’re the
Vikings. We go into battle without armor for the flush and the blood of it.” She leaned down and



kissed my head, smelling of metal and smoke.The hot wind blew and blew and would not
stop.4THEN CAME A TIME I can hardly describe, a season underground. A bird trapped in a
sewer, wings beating against the ceiling in that dark wet place, while the city rumbled on
overhead. Her name was Lost. Her name was Nobody’s Daughter.In my dreams, my mother
walked through a city of bricks and rubble, a city after war, and she was blind, her eyes empty
and white as stones. There were tall apartments all around her, with triangles over windows, all
bricked up and burning. Blind windows, and her blind eyes, and yet still she came toward me,
inevitable and insane. I saw that her face was melted and horribly pliable. There were hollows in
the tops of her cheeks, under her eyes, as if someone had pressed into soft clay with their
thumbs.Those heavy days, how heavy the low gray sky, my wings were so heavy, so heavy my
panicked flight under the ground. So many faces, so many lips, wanting me to tell, it made me
tired, I fell asleep as they spoke. Just tell us what happened. What could I tell? When I opened
my mouth, a stone fell out. Her poor white eyeballs. Just where I hoped to find mercy. I dreamed
of white milk in the street, white milk and glass. Milk down the gutter, milk like tears. I kept her
kimono against my face, her scent of violets and ash. I rubbed the silk between my fingers.In that
place under the ground lived many children, babies, teenagers, and the rooms echoed noise like
a subway. Music like a train wreck, arguing, crying, the ceaseless TV. The heavy smell of
cooking, thin sickly urine, pine cleaner. The woman who ran it made me get out of bed at regular
intervals, sit at the table with the others before platters of beans and greens, meat. I dutifully
came out, sat, ate, then returned to the cocoon of bed and sleep, plastic sheet crinkling under
me. I woke up soaked to the armpits more nights than not.The girl in the other bed had seizures.
The niece told me, “There’s more money in disability children like you all.”Roses drifted down the
walls in brownish slants in the room. I counted roses. Diagonal rows of forty, ninety-two across.
Over the dresser, Jesus, JFK, and Martin Luther King, Jr., all in profile, facing left, like
racehorses at the starting gate, Jesus on the outside. The woman who ran the home, Mrs.
Campbell, thin and raisinish, dusted with a yellow T-shirt. The horses all lined up, straining at the
barrier. Hers was number seven, Medea’s Pride. That was a day with a trapdoor, and we all fell
through. I ran the belt of her kimono over my mouth, over and over, all day long, the taste of what
had been lost.THE DAY OF her arrest returned in my dreams, they were tunnels that kept
coming around to the same place. The knock on the door. It had been very early, still dark.
Another knock, and then voices, pounding. I ran into her room as the cops, cops in uniform, not
in uniform, burst in. The manager stood in the doorway, his head in a shower cap. They pulled
my mother out of bed, voices like snapping dogs. She yelled at them in German, calling them
Nazis, calling them blackshirts. “Schutzstaffel. Durch Ihre Verordnung, mein Führer.” Her naked
body, tender breasts swaying, stomach welted red from the sheets. It was impossible, a faked
photograph. Someone had cut out these policemen and stuck them on our apartment. They kept
looking at her, a dirty magazine. Her body like moonlight.“Astrid, they can’t keep me,” she said.
“Don’t worry, I’ll be back in an hour.”She said. She said.I sat on Michael’s couch, slept and
waited, the way dogs wait, all day, and then the next. A week went by, but she didn’t come. She



said she would, but she never did.WHEN THEY CAME to get me, they gave me fifteen minutes
to make up my mind what to take from our apartment. We never had many things. I took her four
books, a box of her journals, the white kimono, her tarot cards, and her folding knife.“I’m sorry,”
Michael said. “I’d keep you if I could. But you know how it is.”How it was. How it was that the earth
could open up under you and swallow you whole, close above you as if you never were. Like
Persephone snatched by the god. The ground opened up and out he came, sweeping her into
the black chariot. Then down they plunged, under the ground, into the darkness, and the earth
closed over her head, and she was gone, as if she had never been.So I came to live
underground, in the house of sleep, in the house of plastic sheets and crying babies and brown
roses in drifts, forty down, ninety-two across. Three thousand six hundred and eighty brown
roses.ONCE THEY BROUGHT me to see her behind glass. She wore an orange jumpsuit, like a
car mechanic, and there was something wrong with her. Her eyes were all clouded over. I told
her I loved her, but she didn’t recognize me. I saw her there in my dreams, again and again, her
blind eyes.It was a year of mouths, opening and closing, asking the same questions, saying the
same things. Just tell us what happened. Tell us what we want to know. I wanted to help her, but I
didn’t know how. I couldn’t find words, I had no words. In the courtroom she wore a white shirt. I
saw that shirt when I was awake and I saw it when I slept. I saw her on the stand in that shirt, her
eyes blank as a doll’s. I saw her back in that white shirt walking away. Thirty-five to life, someone
said. I came home and counted roses, and slept.WHEN I WAS AWAKE, I tried to remember the
things she taught me. We were the wands. We hung our gods from trees. Never let a man stay
the night. Don’t forget who you are. But I couldn’t remember. I was the disability girl, stones in my
mouth, lost on the battlefield, plastic sheets on the bed. I was the laundry monitor, I helped the
niece take the laundry to the Laundromat. I watched the laundry go around. I liked the smell of it,
it made me feel safe. I slept until sleep seemed like waking and waking like sleep. Sometimes I
lay on my bed in the room with the roses and watched the girl in the other bed make scar tattoos
on her ashy dark skin with a safety pin, a diaper pin with a yellow duck. She opened her skin in
lines and loops. It healed over into pink pillowy tissue. She opened them again. It took me a
while, but finally I understood. She wanted it to show.I dreamed my mother was hunting me in
the burnt-out city, blind, relentless. The whole truth and nothing but the truth. I wanted to lie, but
the words deserted me. She was the one who always spoke for us. She was the goddess who
threw out the golden apples. They would stoop to pick them up, and we’d make our escape. But
when I reached into my pocket, there was only dust and dried leaves. I had nothing to protect her
with, to cover her naked body. I had condemned her by my silence, condemned us both.ONE
DAY I woke to find the girl from the other bed going through my drawer in the dresser. Looking at
a book, flicking through the pages. My mother’s book. My slender, naked mother, alone among
the blackshirts. She was pawing my mother’s words. “Get out of my stuff,” I said.The girl looked
up at me, startled. She didn’t know I could talk. We had been in this room for months now and I’d
never said a word.“Put it back,” I said.She broke out in a grin. Grabbed a page, crumpled it and
tore it out of the book, watching me. What would I do. My mother’s words in her scaly-knuckled



hand. What would I do, what would I do. She took another page, tore it out and stuffed it in her
mouth, the pieces hanging from her blistered lips, grinning.4THEN CAME A TIME I can hardly
describe, a season underground. A bird trapped in a sewer, wings beating against the ceiling in
that dark wet place, while the city rumbled on overhead. Her name was Lost. Her name was
Nobody’s Daughter.In my dreams, my mother walked through a city of bricks and rubble, a city
after war, and she was blind, her eyes empty and white as stones. There were tall apartments all
around her, with triangles over windows, all bricked up and burning. Blind windows, and her blind
eyes, and yet still she came toward me, inevitable and insane. I saw that her face was melted
and horribly pliable. There were hollows in the tops of her cheeks, under her eyes, as if someone
had pressed into soft clay with their thumbs.Those heavy days, how heavy the low gray sky, my
wings were so heavy, so heavy my panicked flight under the ground. So many faces, so many
lips, wanting me to tell, it made me tired, I fell asleep as they spoke. Just tell us what happened.
What could I tell? When I opened my mouth, a stone fell out. Her poor white eyeballs. Just where
I hoped to find mercy. I dreamed of white milk in the street, white milk and glass. Milk down the
gutter, milk like tears. I kept her kimono against my face, her scent of violets and ash. I rubbed
the silk between my fingers.In that place under the ground lived many children, babies,
teenagers, and the rooms echoed noise like a subway. Music like a train wreck, arguing, crying,
the ceaseless TV. The heavy smell of cooking, thin sickly urine, pine cleaner. The woman who
ran it made me get out of bed at regular intervals, sit at the table with the others before platters
of beans and greens, meat. I dutifully came out, sat, ate, then returned to the cocoon of bed and
sleep, plastic sheet crinkling under me. I woke up soaked to the armpits more nights than
not.The girl in the other bed had seizures. The niece told me, “There’s more money in disability
children like you all.”Roses drifted down the walls in brownish slants in the room. I counted roses.
Diagonal rows of forty, ninety-two across. Over the dresser, Jesus, JFK, and Martin Luther King,
Jr., all in profile, facing left, like racehorses at the starting gate, Jesus on the outside. The woman
who ran the home, Mrs. Campbell, thin and raisinish, dusted with a yellow T-shirt. The horses all
lined up, straining at the barrier. Hers was number seven, Medea’s Pride. That was a day with a
trapdoor, and we all fell through. I ran the belt of her kimono over my mouth, over and over, all
day long, the taste of what had been lost.THE DAY OF her arrest returned in my dreams, they
were tunnels that kept coming around to the same place. The knock on the door. It had been
very early, still dark. Another knock, and then voices, pounding. I ran into her room as the cops,
cops in uniform, not in uniform, burst in. The manager stood in the doorway, his head in a shower
cap. They pulled my mother out of bed, voices like snapping dogs. She yelled at them in
German, calling them Nazis, calling them blackshirts. “Schutzstaffel. Durch Ihre Verordnung,
mein Führer.” Her naked body, tender breasts swaying, stomach welted red from the sheets. It
was impossible, a faked photograph. Someone had cut out these policemen and stuck them on
our apartment. They kept looking at her, a dirty magazine. Her body like moonlight.“Astrid, they
can’t keep me,” she said. “Don’t worry, I’ll be back in an hour.”She said. She said.I sat on
Michael’s couch, slept and waited, the way dogs wait, all day, and then the next. A week went by,



but she didn’t come. She said she would, but she never did.WHEN THEY CAME to get me, they
gave me fifteen minutes to make up my mind what to take from our apartment. We never had
many things. I took her four books, a box of her journals, the white kimono, her tarot cards, and
her folding knife.“I’m sorry,” Michael said. “I’d keep you if I could. But you know how it is.”How it
was. How it was that the earth could open up under you and swallow you whole, close above you
as if you never were. Like Persephone snatched by the god. The ground opened up and out he
came, sweeping her into the black chariot. Then down they plunged, under the ground, into the
darkness, and the earth closed over her head, and she was gone, as if she had never been.So I
came to live underground, in the house of sleep, in the house of plastic sheets and crying babies
and brown roses in drifts, forty down, ninety-two across. Three thousand six hundred and eighty
brown roses.ONCE THEY BROUGHT me to see her behind glass. She wore an orange
jumpsuit, like a car mechanic, and there was something wrong with her. Her eyes were all
clouded over. I told her I loved her, but she didn’t recognize me. I saw her there in my dreams,
again and again, her blind eyes.It was a year of mouths, opening and closing, asking the same
questions, saying the same things. Just tell us what happened. Tell us what we want to know. I
wanted to help her, but I didn’t know how. I couldn’t find words, I had no words. In the courtroom
she wore a white shirt. I saw that shirt when I was awake and I saw it when I slept. I saw her on
the stand in that shirt, her eyes blank as a doll’s. I saw her back in that white shirt walking away.
Thirty-five to life, someone said. I came home and counted roses, and slept.WHEN I WAS
AWAKE, I tried to remember the things she taught me. We were the wands. We hung our gods
from trees. Never let a man stay the night. Don’t forget who you are. But I couldn’t remember. I
was the disability girl, stones in my mouth, lost on the battlefield, plastic sheets on the bed. I was
the laundry monitor, I helped the niece take the laundry to the Laundromat. I watched the
laundry go around. I liked the smell of it, it made me feel safe. I slept until sleep seemed like
waking and waking like sleep. Sometimes I lay on my bed in the room with the roses and
watched the girl in the other bed make scar tattoos on her ashy dark skin with a safety pin, a
diaper pin with a yellow duck. She opened her skin in lines and loops. It healed over into pink
pillowy tissue. She opened them again. It took me a while, but finally I understood. She wanted it
to show.I dreamed my mother was hunting me in the burnt-out city, blind, relentless. The whole
truth and nothing but the truth. I wanted to lie, but the words deserted me. She was the one who
always spoke for us. She was the goddess who threw out the golden apples. They would stoop
to pick them up, and we’d make our escape. But when I reached into my pocket, there was only
dust and dried leaves. I had nothing to protect her with, to cover her naked body. I had
condemned her by my silence, condemned us both.ONE DAY I woke to find the girl from the
other bed going through my drawer in the dresser. Looking at a book, flicking through the pages.
My mother’s book. My slender, naked mother, alone among the blackshirts. She was pawing my
mother’s words. “Get out of my stuff,” I said.The girl looked up at me, startled. She didn’t know I
could talk. We had been in this room for months now and I’d never said a word.“Put it back,” I
said.She broke out in a grin. Grabbed a page, crumpled it and tore it out of the book, watching



me. What would I do. My mother’s words in her scaly-knuckled hand. What would I do, what
would I do. She took another page, tore it out and stuffed it in her mouth, the pieces hanging
from her blistered lips, grinning.
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CHERYL B, “Literary Fiction!. It is hard for me to put a label on this book. It explores what
happens to Astrid after her mother is imprisoned for murdering her boyfriend. Astrid had a
strange childhood. Her mother is a self titled poetic genius. And expects all to adore her. When
she lived with her mother she just thought that was the way it was for everyone. But once she is
placed in the foster system she learns the truth. She struggles through abuse and neglect as she
is moved to different houses. But she learns more about herself with each change. When she is
finally placed with someone who actually loves her she flourishes. Until her mother gets
involved. When Astrid can never forgive he for pushing Claire to suicide her mother doesn’t
understand. And this is when Astrid decides she is done with her mother. This is a heartbreaking
tale of survival and growth.The audiobook is narrated by Oprah Winfrey. She does a wonderful
job. But the story is abridged. And I found conclusions near the end of the audiobook didn’t have
a frame of reference. So I went back to the original text. And was glad I did. The physical book is
much richer in detail and depth of characters.”

Trish, “Very well written, compelling look at life.. I enjoyed this book immensely, identified with the
girl and her struggles with life and fighting to become herself and accomplishing the best she
could for herself.”

MG, “Beautiful. I love this story. It’s well written and a wonderful story. It so contemplative.”

STEPHEN BOYNTON, “Christmas present. Christmas present”

gvo, “fav book. Paperback. This is my favorite book of all time. It's lyrically written and a page-
turner! You immediately get wrapped up in the story. The writer paints a scene like Picasso paint
s a picture! Her writing style will inspire any writer. So if you're a writer and hit a block, read this
book. It will shake you out of it.”

Cynthia Sally Haggard, “The kind of novel that agents still talk about.. WHITE OLEANDER is the
kind of novel that agents still talk about, over ten years after it was published in 1999. As I was
curious to see what they were talking about, I recently read it.The agents were right. This is an
amazing novel, not just for the outrageous but believable character of Ingrid Magnusson and her
daughter Astrid, not just for the amazing plot twists and turns, but for the amazing prose style.
"What was the best day of your life?" she asked me one afternoon as we lay on the free-form
couch, her head on one armrest, min on the other. Judy Garland sang on the stereo, "My Funny
Valentine.""Today," I said."No." She laughed, throwing her napkin at me. "From before."I tried to
remember, but it was like looking for buried coins in the sand. I kept turning things over, cutting
myself on rusty cans, broken beer bottles hidden there, but eventually I found an old coin,
brushed it off. I could read the date, the country of origin.It was when we were living in



Amsterdam."What a great use of metaphor and simile. Here is another example.And now it was
too late. I looked at Sergei across the table in Rena's kitchen. He could care less about my
boyfriend in New York. He didn't even care about his girlfriend in the next room. He was just like
one of Rena's white cats - eat, sleep, and fornicate. Since the night I'd seen them together on the
couch, he was always watching me with his hint of a grin, as if there were some secret we
shared."So how is your boyfriend?" he asked. "Big? Is he big?"Niki laughed. "He's huge, Sergei.
Haven't you heard of him? Moby Dick."Olivia had told me all about men like Sergei. Hard men
with blue veins in their sculpted white arms, heavy-lidded blue eyes and narrow waists. You
could make a deal with a man like that. A man who knew what he wanted. I kept my eyes on the
broccoli and cheese."You get tired of waiting," he said. "You come see me.""What if you're no
good?" I said, making the other girls laugh."Only worry you fall in love Sergei," he said, his voice
like a hand between my legs.What's not to like about this book? The ending. I really didn't like it. I
didn't like being left with two choices, two ways that this heartbreaking story might go. I thought
that the author should have done that hard work for me. Four stars.”

tiger, “A must read. I read this book for the first time my freshman year of high school, and now
as a college sophomore I’ve picked it up again. During my second read through of this book, I’ve
been reminded of just how genius Janet Fitch is. Her writing is beautiful and what really sets her
aside are her creative and realistic metaphors.If you’re looking for a lighthearted happy read, this
is not for you. The book discusses themes of statuatory rape, domestic abuse, drugs, etc. That
being said, I think the book does an excellent job at portraying the trauma which comes with
growing up in the foster system. White Oleander has been my favorite book for the past half a
decade, I wish I could read it again for the first time. I cannot recommend it enough.”

Patricia Yates, “Just A Little Disappointed. I saw the movie years ago and just decided to read the
book. Very seldom do I prefer the movie over the book but this was one of those times. Don't
get me wrong, it is very well written and I love her descriptions that are comparisons we've never
heard before and it makes for great reading. For instance, at one of her foster homes, Astrid was
coloring the hair of her foster mother and the mother wanted a certain blonde color that just
didn't look good on her. Astrid's description? "The color of Easter cellophane wrapping paper
you find in kids' baskets." Not the exact words but close. And you could just picture it in your
mind. The first half of the book moved right along but the second half dragged. I could hardly
get through the part after the Russian foster home. Too many foster homes. The three in the
movie were enough.  Did not like the ending, either.”

Steven Stacy, “Absolutely beautiful. I loved this book like I haven't loved a book in a long time.
The writing was beautiful,poetic and lyrical but not corny. It was just the right amount of poetry. I
loved the protagonists, Astrid's, journey as much as I craved hearing from her mother, Ingrid, the
way she did. There was so much in this book that must've taken years of training and a natural



talent that only this writer could possess. The story of Astrid and her collection of mother's,as
she goes from one foster home to another. The prose is pure magic, pulling no punches with the
ugly truths as much as the artistic beauty. I loved the strong characters, and I adored so many
lines in it. Beauty even in the ugliest situations, like a true artist this is how the book is portrayed
to us.  I couldn't recommend this more to other readers.  It's beautiful.”

Anne Atterton, “You can write a story about something beautiful or you can find something
beautiful in the truth. I loved this story because I could shut my eyes and see it, feel it, touch it,
because sometimes it got inside my mind and I had to stop reading until I could read some
more, like only being able to take so much of something that hurts you at a time. I loved the
poetry in the reality, the unexpected beauty in places and people and what happens to us that
we can’t change. We get the childhood we are given but as we grow up we are given a choice of
how we live our lives, of not letting the past control us. Of not letting it poison everything we do or
become.”

Eileen Shaw, “"Who was I, really?" she asks. "I was the sole occupant of my mother's totalitarian
state...". “The body is the only reality,” thinks Astrid, as she watches over her friend who is giving
birth, to a baby she knows she will have to give up for adoption. “I hurt therefore I am.” This is a
book filled with pain and hurt, real hurt, the kind that makes you ache in your mind as well as
your body. It’s not a book you will like very much, but it is a book you won’t be able to stop
reading and in the end you’ll be glad you got to read it. You want very much to come upon a
phrase that tells you that the protagonist has received some balm, some safety, some calm. This
is an intensely realistic book that tells you of a child and her mother. The mother is a poet – and a
kind of monster of self absorption. Her mistake is to believe she can get away with murder when
her boyfriend throws her out. She will not rest until she has taken revenge. Astrid is a child and
she is the one who pays when her mother is taken into custody. Now begins the trial of being a
foster child. In one foster home the children are housed apart from their foster parents and
consider themselves lucky if they are fed once a day. In another home, Astrid is attacked by
neighbourhood dogs and badly scarred. In another she is shot by the jealous mother in whose
care she has been left. I’m not going to say much more about the plot because to dwell on it
inevitably reduces what can be said about misfortune of this kind.Astrid’s mother is in prison
throughout this book, but she is a presence who cannot be denied. Her notoriety dogs Astrid’s
footsteps and poisons her life. As she grows older Astrid learns to acquiesce in what she cannot
control. It is a dreadful lesson that does not always stand her in good stead. This is an
unrelentingly dark book, as tense and expectant as any thriller, and as beautifully presceient and
gorgeously written as a book of found poetry. Fitch never overwrites, she has a fantastic sense
of how to work a story to the bone. Her prose is rich and delicate. It is hypnotic, challenging,
complex, and moving. I recommend this book wholeheartedly. It takes you by the guts and
makes you want to cry, but it is shorn of sentiment and self-pity. Read it.”



Amalina Abu Bakar, “Raw emotional coaster. There's so much to think about while reading this.
The relationship you'd have growing up and the impact it had on you. Every emotions was
written in a descriptive way that drowns you in sea of feelings. I would pause reading for so long
just cause I didn't want it to end.I felt really close to Astrid cause this was her story and her
journey, her wants, needs and questions for life. She was the sum of all of the things that's
happened to her and it was wrapped so beautifully at the end. I do not recommend watching the
movie for it doesn't render the whole story. Read  the  book  only ”

The book by Janet Fitch has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 2,561 people have provided feedback.
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